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Wave height in the Arctic is increasing and this is expected to continue as summer
sea ice cover declines. The summer Marginal Ice Zone (MIZ), an area consisting
of severely fragmented sea ice undergoing frequent collisions, is also expanding in
the Arctic. Current climate and forecasting models are not adapted to simulate
these conditions, yet accurate models are required because of climate change and
the increasing human activity in the region. This project aims to improve such
models by including wave-related processes that are currently lacking. A main
focus is on sea ice rheology. A combined Collisional and Elastic-Viscous-Plastic
(EVP) rheology is implemented in an idealised model configuration and in a global
sea ice-ocean general circulation model. The combined rheology reflects both
the granular behaviour of sea ice in the MIZ and the EVP rheology appropriate
for pack ice conditions. This replaces the standard EVP rheology currently
used in models. The effect of sea ice floe size, determined by wave break-up
and thermodynamics, is also examined using a new floe size distribution (FSD)
formulation. Finally, an existing wave mixing formulation is modified to use
consistent wave information from the model rather than parameterisations. The
combined rheology is found to be capable of maintaining a MIZ at high resolution
in idealised simulations due to internal sea ice mechanisms only, while EVP is
not. It also affects sea ice distribution and motion in the global model. Using
a FSD results in a decreased ice thickness and concentration through increased
lateral melting. The new wave mixing formulation gives a large decrease in surface
roughness resulting in a decreased mixed layer depth. The associated reductions
in heat diffusion result in increased ice thickness in large parts of the Arctic.
Inclusion of the wave-dependent floe size distribution permits a positive feedback
mechanism as wave height increases that can accelerate ice decline. Stronger wave
activity will give larger surface roughness and hence stronger vertical mixing that
may decrease future sea ice volumes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
This thesis starts with a discussion of the importance of the polar oceans for

global climate and a geographical outline, including ocean circulation. This can

be found in section 1.1. In section 1.2 sea ice is discussed, with special attention

to the marginal ice zone and the importance of sea ice for climate. In section

1.3 the ongoing changes in the polar regions and their potential impacts are

discussed. This brings us to the main motivation of this thesis with a discussion

of the increasing importance of wave effects in the marginal ice zone in section

1.4. Finally a short overview of polar research is given in section 1.5, with ocean

and sea ice models, observations and current developments on the specific topic

of sea ice floe size distribution modelling.

1.1 The polar oceans

1.1.1 Importance of the polar oceans

Even though the polar oceans account for only circa 10% of the ocean surface, they

have great influence on the climate system [28, 74]. One mechanism responsible

for this is the positive ice albedo feedback [12]. Through this mechanism loss

of ice decreases local albedo, causing even more solar radiation to be absorbed,

warming the planet and melting more ice. Apart from sea ice and land ice the

high latitude snow cover is also important for the total albedo of the Arctic. The

ice albedo feedback acts both on a global and a local scale. This contributes to the

faster than average temperature rise occurring in the Arctic, which is called Arctic

amplification. Arctic amplification has been related to the decrease of the upper

atmosphere zonal winds over the last 40 years [45]. This decreasing wind speed,

together with a possible seasonal increase of atmospheric Rossby wave amplitude

may lead to more persistent weather patterns that lead to extreme weather events

(floods, heat waves etc.) [133]. A change to more extreme weather in the mid-

latitudes has indeed been observed especially since the 1990’s [25]. The Arctic

can also influence mid-latitude weather through albedo changes. An influence on

storm tracks and westerlies has been diagnosed in a coupled atmosphere-ocean

model [32].
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The high latitudes of the Southern Ocean are also the region where deep water

upwells to the surface and exchanges of heat and gases with the atmosphere take

place. This is of climatic importance: inverse ocean model calculations point out

the Southern Ocean as one of the most important sites of CO2 uptake [107]. Deep

water formation also takes places in the high latitudes. North Atlantic Deep Water

(NADW) formation occurs in the Labrador Sea and the Greenland Sea; NADW

forms a major component of the global overturning circulation. The Labrador

Sea is directly influenced by Arctic freshwater export. A sudden release of large

quantities of fresh water could potentially disrupt the formation of deep waters in

the Labrador Sea [56]. Deep water formation in the Southern Ocean occurs in

both the Ross and Weddell Seas (main source), and also off the Adélie coast and

in the Cape Darnley polynya, because of sea ice production [113, 33].

1.1.2 Geography and circulation

The northern and southern polar oceans are geographically quite distinctive. The

Arctic is surrounded by landmasses with limited connection to the rest of the

world ocean. The Southern Ocean is only bounded by land to the south, so there

are no restrictions for exchanges with the global ocean in the north. The Arctic is

relatively shallow, around half of the area consists of shelf seas [21]. The Southern

Ocean has much less shelf area and these are much deeper than in the Arctic:

300-500 m depth whereas the Arctic Ocean has large shelf areas around 50 m

depth [44].

Several definitions for the Arctic Ocean are in use. Here we will follow the

definitions of the International Hydrographic Organization (IHO). The most

recent edition of “Limits of Oceans and Seas” of 2002, which is still a draft and is

a revision of the still valid 1953 edition, has a new definition of the Arctic Ocean

[1]. It describes the Arctic Ocean as bound by the Bering Strait, the Davis Strait

(fully including the Hudson Strait and Hudson Bay) and including the Iceland

and Norwegian Seas, whose southern and western borders include Iceland, the

Faeroe Islands and just avoid the Shetlands (figure 1.1a).

The present discussion of the circulation will focus on the surface and intermediate

waters, as these are most connected to the sea ice. There is inflow into the Arctic

Ocean of Pacific water, which is cold especially in winter, through Bering Strait.

Inflow of Atlantic water, warmer and saltier than Pacific Water, occurs via the
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West Spitsbergen current and several Barents Sea branches. The Atlantic water

inflow is five times larger than the Pacific inflow, though with some variability [20].

Pacific water flows between the surface layer and Atlantic water and insulates

the sea ice from the warm Atlantic water. There is also a large inflow of water

consisting of run-off, the high end estimate is 4270 km3/yr, which is much more

than the Pacific inflow, estimated at 2500 km3/yr [21].

The surface circulation in the central Arctic Ocean consists of the clockwise

Beaufort Gyre and the Transpolar drift, which exports sea ice through the Fram

Strait, with some ice leaving through the Canadian Archipelago straits (figure

1.2a) [7]. There is also oceanic outflow through the western Fram Strait and the

Canadian Archipelago. Everything combines to give a net inflow into the Arctic

from the Pacific Ocean and a net outflow to the Atlantic Ocean.

At intermediate depth, with a core around 300 m deep, a complex boundary

current with several branches flows around anticlockwise along the shelf break [10].

Currents split off into the interior Arctic and form gyres in the basins separated by

the ridges. The Arctic Ocean is a low mixing environment, with vertical diffusivity

an order of magnitude lower than other oceans. However, mixing is intensified

over topography (e.g. shelf break), especially due to tides [126].

The Southern Ocean (also called the Antarctic Ocean) is the body of water

surrounding Antarctica with a northern boundary at about 60◦S, as defined by

the IHO (figure 1.1b). The main surface current features in the Southern Ocean

are the Weddell and Ross Sea Gyres and the Antarctic Circumpolar Current at

the edge of the Southern Ocean (figure 1.2b).

1.2 Sea ice

1.2.1 The importance of sea ice

There are multiple reasons why sea ice is important in the climate system. Firstly,

it acts as a boundary between atmosphere and ocean determining heat, momentum

and moisture fluxes. Heat loss through open leads is two orders of magnitude

bigger than through thick, multiyear ice. The associated moisture flux can affect

cloud cover and precipitation [124]. Similarly reduction of sea ice extent can

increase the cloud cover through increasing heat flux and water vapour [5]. The
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(a) Arctic Ocean (b) Southern Ocean

Figure 1.1: Borders of the polar oceans according to the IHO 2002
“Limits of Oceans and Seas” draft [1].

increase in downward longwave radiation associated with an increase in cloud cover

can form a positive feedback on sea ice retreat. Sea ice also laterally transports

heat between its origin and melting site, of magnitude comparable to the vertical

flux [64]. Sea ice is important for the momentum transfer between atmosphere

and ocean, exerting a drag on the atmosphere. Indeed, the Beaufort Gyre spin-up

(further discussed in section 1.3.1) is not only due to the increase in the wind,

but also due to the increase in momentum transfer through the thinner sea ice

[51]. Finally, the marginal ice zone (MIZ, defined in section 1.2.3) is important as

a transition region between open ocean and central pack ice, which have quite

different atmospheric and oceanic boundary layers, so that e.g. the atmospheric

boundary layer is thicker in the MIZ .

Sea ice also has an important effect on the ocean and on the coasts in the Arctic.

The brine expulsion that happens when sea ice is forming makes water masses

locally denser, which is an important first step in deep water formation. The

sea ice cover also isolates the ocean from the effect of storms, which stir the

water column, and damps out waves. The stirring of the water column can cause

outgassing of methane from the seabed [135]. The retreat of sea ice could in this

way cause a greater methane release in the future, a potentially strong positive
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(a) Arctic Ocean
(Source: divediscover.whoi.edu) (b) Southern Ocean [125]

Figure 1.2: Ocean circulation in the polar regions.

feedback mechanism for global warming. Both fast and drift ice serve an important

role in protecting coasts against erosion [103]. Most coasts in the Arctic consist of

permafrost and the erosion of such coasts is an important source of organic carbon

to the Arctic Ocean. As the sea ice is declining this flux is predicted to increase,

potentially by an order of magnitude [47]. This can be expected to impact on

ocean biogeochemistry and primary production, affecting food security and the

local Arctic population. Erosion of coasts in itself is also of serious concern since

it threatens coastal and near-shore infrastructure.

There is an increasing understanding that sea ice is important for the global

biogeochemical cycle through processes within or associated with the sea ice and

transport with and through the ice [164]. The melting and growing of sea ice

changes the CO2 concentration in the water, affecting the seasonal CO2 uptake

and release in the polar regions. Other gases and nutrients can also be entrapped

in sea ice, altering seasonal cycles in biogeochemistry. For instance, high iron

concentrations that occur in Southern Ocean sea ice can trigger phytoplankton

blooms when the ice melts. Sea ice also transports pollutants, which can affect

ecosystems. Sea ice serves as a habitat for ice algae that grow within or underneath.

Sea ice algae produce dimethylsulfide, which reacts to form aerosols that facilitate

cloud condensation. The shading caused by sea ice affects algae in the water

column below. The occurrence of melt ponds and snow cover is important here.
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Beyond the regional scale, Arctic sea ice loss may have an influence on the

weather in the Northern Hemisphere mid-latitudes. Atmospheric modelling points

to a relationship between sea ice decline and cold winters in Central Eurasia.

Probability of cold winters doubles with ice decline compared to the situation

with high sea ice volumes [109]. Finally, sea ice greatly affects navigation in the

Arctic and can necessitate ice breaker assistance. Yet shipping routes though the

Arctic are interesting to industry because the shortest route between Europe and

Asia goes through the Arctic Ocean. It is expected that the average sailing time

along the North Pole route will decrease along with sea ice decrease [11]. There is

also increasing cruise tourism in and through the Arctic Ocean.

1.2.2 Physical properties and geography

The sea ice cover is a mixture of pure ice, salt, air bubbles and saline water

(brine). The solid ice itself has pockets of liquid brine inside, which can merge

into brine channels and form a dendrite-like network; this happens in the melt

season [168]. Brine channel volume changes with temperature and over time, as

ice gets less saline with brine draining from the sea ice into the ocean. Sea ice

salinity has a strong effect on the ice thermal properties, such as ice thermal

conductivity, heat capacity and light transparency, affecting the albedo [159, 162].

The air bubbles also affect thermal properties. Even a compact ice cover of

maximum concentration is not a continuous sheet of constant thickness, but

includes cracks, refrozen leads and pressure ridges. Its movement under various

forces depends on the relationship between strain and internal stress, described by

the rheology. Different types of ice cover can be defined: pack ice, thick, compact

ice, found in the central Arctic Ocean in all seasons; the marginal ice zone, a

very fragmented and mobile ice cover, which is present in regions close to the

open ocean and is affected by surface ocean waves; and land fast ice, formed in

shallow waters. Within highly ice covered regions open water areas can occur,

which are called polynyas. These can be caused by the upwelling of warm water

(sensible heat polynyas) or strong offshore winds for coastal polynyas (latent heat

polynyas)[108].

In winter on the Arctic shelf seas land fast ice may develop, immobilised by

grounded pressure ridges or small islands. It can be up to several hundred

kilometres wide in the Eastern Arctic, in the Kara, Laptev and East Siberian
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Seas and in the straits of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago and in Greenland

fjords [73]. Land fast ice affects the local conditions greatly, especially the river

run-off. Polynyas can occur at the outer fast ice edge, causing ice production in

saltier water away from the coast and brine rejection directly into to halocline.

The structure of land fast ice is somewhat different from open ocean sea ice:

when formed in low salinity shelf sea or river water it can be brackish (very low

salinity) or even completely fresh, which increases its strength. These conditions

are especially prevalent on the Siberian shelves, where the major Siberian rivers

discharge fresh water in the Arctic Ocean.

Sea ice of the Northern and Southern Hemisphere is somewhat different because

of the difference in ocean conditions and the amount of snowfall on sea ice [101].

Because of the vigorous mixing around Antarctica the consolidation of loose ice

crystals in the water to a solid ice cover is delayed. It is estimated that 20-60% of

Antarctic sea ice is made up of loose ice crystals that are called frazil ice. As frazil

ice consolidates in wavy conditions it becomes shaped into roughly circular floes

called pancake ice. In the Southern Ocean there can be hundreds of kilometres

of this pancake ice between the open ocean and the consolidated pack ice [35].

Snowfall adds mass to sea ice causing flooding of ice floes and the ice formation of

sea water-saturated snow, which is called “snow-metamorphic ice” or “snow ice”.

Snow ice comprises 7 – 40% of the Antarctic sea ice [101]. The Southern Ocean

is more saline than the Arctic, which is the freshest of all the oceans, resulting

in more saline ice. The geographical outline of the Southern Ocean means that

there is little sea ice older than 2 years.

Sea ice has a large seasonality: around half of the ice cover melts every year in the

Arctic and more than three quarters in the Southern Ocean [20, 101]. Figure 1.3

shows the average sea ice concentration for the 1979 – 2010 time period for the

northern and southern hemisphere at the time of maximum and minimum extent.

In the Arctic in winter most of the ice cover has an ice concentration above 95%,

in summer the sea ice retreats mainly from the Beaufort Sea and Siberian side and

concentration goes down to 80%. Sea ice extents varies between a maximum of 15

– 16 million square kilometres late winter to 6 – 7 million square kilometres late

summer in the multidecadal average, however in recent years the sea ice extent has

reached minima of about half of this value [101]. In the Southern Ocean in winter

most of the ice cover has concentration above 80%, but only a small area has ice
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concentration above 95%. In the Southern Ocean the seasonal cycle is larger than

in the Arctic, with extent varying between 19 million square kilometres in winter

to 3 – 4 million square kilometres in summer. Ice concentrations in summer are

also quite low, generally below 80%.

(a) Arctic Ocean

(b) Southern Ocean

Figure 1.3: Multidecadal average sea ice concentration for both hemi-
spheres in summer and winter [23, 116].
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1.2.3 The Marginal Ice Zone

Defining the Marginal Ice Zone

The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) defines the marginal ice zone

(MIZ) as the region of the ice cover affected by waves [4]. Others define the MIZ

as the region where the ice edge influences the dynamics of ice and ocean [55].

Concentration limits are often used in practice, however the cut-off values are

widely varying: from 15% to 80% for the Arctic in one source [147], to 0% to 30%

concentration for the Southern Ocean in another source [176], with lower limits

defined by measurement method. Another possibility is to define the MIZ based

on the floe size, though standard sea ice models presently not having an evolving

floe size is a major practical objection as well as the lack of systematic floe size

observations. Sea ice in the marginal ice zone has different mechanical behaviour

as compared to pack ice: it behaves as a kinetic granular material, where collisions

between the floes are important, whereas pack ice is a slowly deforming granular

material. This different behaviour could also be a way to discriminate between

the two. In the Arctic Ocean the MIZ width is currently around 150 km in winter

and around 70 km in summer [147].

Marginal Ice Zone processes

The presence of surface waves has a major effects on the dynamics and thermal

evolution of sea ice in the MIZ. Waves propagating into the ice cover attenuate,

yet they can break up sea ice up to several hundred kilometres into the ice cover

[82]. Broken-up ice undergoes wave pressure from reflecting waves and feels the

effect of Stokes drift on the underlying currents. Wave attenuation depends on

sea ice characteristics and is frequency dependent: short waves die out faster. The

rates of attenuation may also depend on wave height, it is now thought that only

for small wave height attenuation is exponential, while for wave height larger than

3 m it is linear [82].

Stokes drift, a current resulting from the orbital motion of water parcels in waves,

also occurs in the open ocean. The magnitude of the Stokes drift can reach almost

0.1 m/s in several regions, including the Southern Ocean [22]. Stokes drift is

mainly caused by wind sea, so the effect decreases as short waves attenuate. Wave

mixing due to breaking surface waves stops at the point where the ice cover has
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dissipated short steep waves. However, it is thought that wave mixing under the

ice cover can continue due to different mechanism, as the normal orbital motion

of waves is hindered by the ice cover. Another phenomenon occurring both in the

ice-free and ice covered ocean is Langmuir circulation. Langmuir circulation are

elongated overturning cells at the surface of the ocean that are caused by wind

and made visible by floating algae or debris. In icy waters Langmuir circulation

concentrates grease ice or possibly small ice floes into stripes.

Ice bands (figure 1.4), linear features of densely pack ice floes regularly spaced by

open water, are a visually similar feature on a larger scale. What causes them

is still not certain, but there several mechanisms proposed. Ice bands occur on

different scales, so it is also possible several mechanisms are at play. Wave pressure

is a first possible mechanism, discussed for the case of ice bands forming during

off-ice wind events [166]. The size of these bands is about 1 km wide, with a few

kilometres of water in between. The size and spacing is a balance between the

fetch needed to generate sufficiently high waves and the attenuation of the waves

inside the ice bands decreasing the wave pressure felt by each subsequent row of

floes. Internal waves in the ocean have also been named as a possible cause of sea

ice bands of a somewhat larger scale with a 10 km spacing [130]. Here ice bands

occur due to a resonance effect between the internal wave speed and the ice band

speed.

Sea ice motion in the MIZ is complex, with more small scale phenomena than in

the pack ice. Wave surge can add to the turbulent motion of sea ice floes, like

jostling and colliding with each other. Ocean eddies are reflected in the sea ice

motion, causing wavy ice edges and sea ice filaments extending into the ice-free

ocean. Another feature of sea ice motion that can occur in the MIZ are regions

of fast moving sea ice close to the ice edge (jets). A possible cause of this are

atmosphere and ocean jets caused by the surface roughness change of the ice edge

[59]. Alternatively, granular behaviour of ice floes could also cause the appearance

of a jet on a smaller scale [40].

A final influence of surface waves in the marginal ice zone occurs during ice

formation. The sea state determines whether nilas or pancake ice is formed. Nilas

are big continuous sheets of sea ice that form in calm conditions. The wave height

limit at which pancake ice forms rather than nilas is not yet studied.
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Figure 1.4: Ice bands are a feature found in the marginal ice zone [166].

1.3 The changing polar regions

1.3.1 Changes in the Arctic

Arctic amplification means Arctic surface temperatures, in autumn in particular,

are rising faster and even twice as fast due to climate change than those of the

mid-latitudes [134]. Contributing to this temperature increase is the increased

Atlantic water influx through Fram Strait, the temperature of which has increased

to values unprecedented in the last 2000 years [139].

Ocean circulation in the Arctic is also changing: a large pool of fresh water has

accumulated in the Canadian Arctic in recent years. An estimated additional 8500

cubic kilometres of freshwater was calculated from 2008 measurements compared

to the climatological value of 70000 cubic kilometres [104, 51]. Several mechanisms

have been proposed for this evolution, including a change in circulation pattern

that puts more of the run-off from Russia in the Pacific side of the Arctic Ocean

[110], and the stronger Beaufort Gyre circulation. The Beaufort Gyre has spun-up

to a geostrophic velocity at the surface of 5.5± 0.1 cm/s in 2010, which is almost
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three times the velocity in the 1996 – 2002 period [51]. Between 2011 and 2014

some weakening of the Beaufort Gyre has been observed resulting in a fresh water

release of about 2100 cubic kilometres [14]. This is attributed to a weakening

of the anticyclonic atmospheric circulation regime in the Arctic. The inflow of

Pacific water through Bering Strait increased by 50% between 2001 and 2011, and

the heat stored in these waters can cause considerable sea ice melt especially in

the Chukchi Sea and western Arctic [181].

Recent decades have seen large changes in the sea ice cover of Arctic region.

Ice extent has decreased rapidly, but more so at the end of the melting season

than in winter [23]. Disappearance of ice in summer leaves the ocean open

to wind influence, which can generate internal inertia-gravity waves. Internal

waves generated during storms in the Chukchi Sea when it is ice-free in summer

significantly deepen the mixed layer [120]. It is argued that this effect will be more

prevalent in the Arctic as the summer ice extent continues to decrease, thereby

changing the quiet Arctic into a much more mixed one. Along with the decrease

in ice extent, average ice thickness has decreased over 50% in 40 years, to 1.89 m

[85]. This is important for ice drift as thinner ice moves faster due to its lower

drag coefficient [119]. Thinner ice grows and melts more quickly than thick ice

because of greater conduction; this has also other implications, for instance, a

greatly increased heat transfer to the atmosphere in winter [64]. The decrease in

both ice extent and thickness add up to a volume loss of 75-80% [25].

Not only there is now less multiyear ice (the ice which survives one or more melt

seasons) in the Arctic than before — the large decrease in September ice extent

means that most of the ice cover is now first year ice — the oldest, thickest ice

has now disappeared. In 1987 14% of the ice cover was older than 9 years, in 2007

this age category was gone [103]. Younger ice is weaker because of its thinness

and higher salinity and hence more vulnerable to break-up by waves. This is a

very important factor in the widening of the MIZ. It is observed that the width of

the MIZ in summer has widened 39% over the last 30 years, along with a small

decrease in winter [147]. Predictions of MIZ width indicate that by the 2030’s

more than half of the Arctic Ocean will have marginal ice zone characteristics in

summer [11].
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Wave height has increased in most parts of the Arctic, like the south-eastern

Chukchi Sea, the Pacific sector of the Arctic Ocean and the Laptev Sea [46, 144].

This has been attributed to the decrease in sea ice cover. Wave characteristics

are also changing, there is more swell resulting in less steep waves, though wave

height is increasing [144]. The number large wave events has also increased, in the

south-eastern Chukchi Sea the number of events with 4 m significant wave height

has doubled over 2 decades [46]. Wave height as high as 5 m has been recorded in

the Central Beaufort Sea, previously ice covered, during a storm in September

2012 [150]. In the Beaufort Sea the type of sea ice encountered is also changing.

During the Sea State program cruise in autumn 2015 pancake ice, up to this point

associated with the Southern Ocean, was the most common new ice type [151].

Fast ice extent has decreased at a rate of 7± 1.5% per decade over 40 years [73].

Its influence on ice production and consequent brine release can affect the strength

of the halocline in the future. Fast ice can also protect coastlines. Along the

Beaufort Sea coast the number of open water days (i.e. with sea ice concentrations

lower than 15%) has doubled (from 45 to 95 days), allowing storms during that

period to do large damage [114]. Simultaneously in the same region erosion has

accelerated over the last fifty years, with rates regionally doubling. It is expected

that erosion in the Arctic in general will increase due to the increased wave fetch

[150]. Finally, the snow cover over the Arctic region has also changed: early

summer snow extent on land has decreased by around 17% per decade over the

last 30 years [31].

1.3.2 Changes in the Southern Ocean

In the Southern Ocean an atmospheric warming of the Antarctic Peninsula and

the Bellingshausen Sea has been observed, whereas in some other regions around

Antarctica cooling may be happening [165]. The differential warming in different

sectors is indicative of atmospheric circulation changes. The melting of Antarctic

ice sheets causes a freshening of the Antarctic sub-polar seas. It is estimated that

an extra 430 Gt of freshwater enters the seas yearly, contributing to a significantly

higher sea level rise than average for the Southern Ocean [129]. Storm tracks in the

Southern Ocean have shifted southwards and wind strength has been increasing

[101]. Correspondingly wave heights are expected to increase at the ice edge,

similar as in the Arctic [82].
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In Antarctica sea ice has been expanding over the 1979 – 2010 period, only

the Bellingshausen and Amundsen Seas regions have declining sea ice extents

[116]. Wind driven changes in sea ice advection are thought to be responsible

for this change [66], however it is unclear as to whether the wind changes are a

result of natural variability, or the increase in greenhouse gases or the ozone hole.

An alternative mechanism is the increased run-off from glacier melt enhancing

stratification, though there are measurements reporting a fast mixing of the melt

water [16, 112]. In recent years there have been record ice extents in 2012 and

2014, the absolute maximum [26]. 2015 maximum sea ice extent was a little lower

and 2016 maximum sea ice extent does not reach the 1980 – 2010 average. The

2017 maximum extent has not been reached yet, but extent has been significantly

below average with record low ice extents in April (NSIDC data). Thus it appears

there is currently a halt in the increasing Antarctic sea ice extent trend, the reason

for which is unknown.

ICESat measurements over a 5-year period show a small decrease in sea ice

thickness of 0.03 m/yr, but the significance is unclear because of the poorly known

inter-annual variability [84]. As for the volume, the ICESat measurements report

opposite trends in spring and summer, but model results suggest an increase in

sea ice volume [67]. As in the case of sea ice extent the length of the ice-free

season has changed in opposite manner in some regions. Magnitudes are large,

ranging from an extra three months of open water in the Bellingshausen Sea to a

decrease in the Western Ross Sea of two months [101].

1.4 Motivation
It is clear that sea ice conditions in the Arctic are changing — sea ice is declining;

waves are increasing and MIZ situations are becoming more prevalent. Given the

importance of the polar oceans in the climate system and the many processes

sea ice has a direct influence on, it is important that models are suitable to

represent these new conditions. Current sea ice and ocean models, even those that

are coupled to waves, do not account for some arguably important wave-related

processes in the polar regions. At present, neither climate nor operational models

simulate evolution of ice floe sizes to produce prognostic floe size distribution

(FSD), although mean floe size is used as a parameter in thermodynamics and

form drag calculations. The FSD in the marginal ice zone is greatly influenced by

wave break-up and not accounting for this results in biases in the models. Since
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sea ice constitutive equations currently used in global ocean-sea ice models are

designed for central pack ice, the effect of floe collisions between the sea ice floes

is unaccounted for. This could be of importance for MIZ conditions, therefore new

sea ice rheologies accounting for this effect should be examined. Standard wave

mixing schemes do not directly use wave information and the parameterisations

used either ignore the presence of sea ice or switch off all mixing in ice-covered

areas. Both approaches are physically incorrect. This again can cause biases —

the first can cause excessive mixed layer depth in the Arctic, which is a common

problem in models.

Waves in the Arctic also have effects beyond the sea ice and ocean itself, for

instance it is expected that erosion rates will increase as shores get more exposed

to waves. Some of these wave related processes are potential feedback mechanisms

that should be considered to make accurate projections of the state of the Arctic

in the future. For all these reasons, it is timely that waves in the polar regions

should be included in models and their impacts considered. Finally, the melting

of the sea ice also makes the Arctic Ocean more accessible to humans and indeed

human activity in the Arctic is increasing and can be expected to continue to do

so. Increased shipping in the Arctic generates a demand for sea state forecasts

and, especially, sea ice conditions. The areas of interest will be precisely the

marginal ice zones, which are not well represented in models.

1.5 Polar Research

1.5.1 Observations

Despite the difficulties the polar oceans pose for making observations, there are

many different methods being used. Here we will focus on sea ice and the meas-

urements which are of main interest to this project, namely ice thickness and area

and extent that go with it, and ice drift and deformation, which will be used later.

Fast-ice thickness can be measured from land, but for open ocean ice one tradi-

tionally had to go out on fieldwork and make ice thickness measurements from

drill holes. This is clearly not convenient to get large-scale information. A second

possibility to get ice thickness data are submarines making ice draft measurements

using upward looking sonar. Over the last decades there have been moored

instruments in the Beaufort Sea, Fram Strait, and the Greenland Sea measuring
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ice draft with the same technology. A difficulty with this is that underwater sonar

measurements are affected by water temperature and tides [76]. Spatial coverage

and frequency are better than for drilling, but again not ideal. An advantage

however is the early data: submarine data goes back to 1958, of great interest

because of the changing sea ice cover.

Ship-based estimates of ice thickness and concentration form the basis of the

ASPeCt dataset [182], going back to 1981, which is the standard sea ice thickness

validation set for Antarctica, in the absence of anything better. This data how-

ever has a negative thickness bias, because of ships using more accessible routes,

avoiding the very thickest ice. Ship-based data on sea ice is in fact the earliest

data available, giving historical data on the ice edge position as far back as 1850

for the Bering and Chukchi Seas from whalers [100].

Airborne measurements can use electromagnetic induction to measure ice thick-

ness, although this can also be done on the ground. Because sea ice, contrary to

sea water, is barely conductive, secondary magnetic fields are only induced in the

sea water [76]. Measuring this field one can detect the sea ice/ocean interface,

but a second distance measurement is needed to determine the height of the

instrument above the ice. In the case of airborne measurements this can be done

with laser altimetry in which case one measures the distance to the air/snow

interface, if present. The difference of the two measurements is the total ice and

snow thickness rather than only the ice thickness, but it can be combined with

an independent snow thickness measurement. Airborne measurements are also

used for validating remote sensing methods. A remote sensing method that can

be used for sea ice thickness and snow depth measurements is radar altimetry,

which uses a synthetic aperture (SAR) or interferometric radar [89]. An example

of such a satellite is CryoSat-2 [180, 89]. The radar signal reflects off the surface

of the sea ice or the brine pockets of air bubbles within [34]. Surface roughness

and the amount of brine changes with different ice type and age, in this way after

calibration with in situ measurement different ice types can be distinguished. The

water within leads also reflects the radar signal, resulting in a specular reflection

rather than a more diffuse one. Separating the two kinds of reflections one can

measure the height of both the ice surface and the ocean surface, resulting in a

freeboard calculation for the sea ice.
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Ice concentration and velocity observations can be made using passive microwave

remote sensing, as done by the SSM/I and SMMR instruments. For the velocity

measurement pairs of images are needed, which can then be processed with feature

recognition software [58]. Passive microwave satellites give averages, rather than

point measurements, but cover most of the sea ice and there is daily data. There

are also sea ice drift and deformation measurements derived from radar altimetry

data, for example the RGPS data from Radarsat [87]. SAR data has higher

resolution than passive microwave data (1 m – 1 km vs 5 – 50 km), but smaller

swath, and the frequency is lower [34]. Another big advantage is that it works

in cloudy conditions and in inter. The ICESat satellites measure ice freeboard

using laser altimetry, and ice thickness and volume can be derived from this.

Uncertainty in the snow and ice density, but especially in the snow thickness are

the limitations for accuracy [84]. All these remote sensing methods can also be

used in airborne measurements, as in the IceBridge project, which aims to close

the data gap between the two ICESat satellites.

There are also other methods to measure sea ice velocity which do not rely on

remote sensing. One possibility is freezing a ship into the ice and tracking its

course, drifting buoys work in the same way [58]. Ice-Tethered Profilers (ITP),

which are attached to an ice floe, are an advanced version of a drifting buoy

equipped with GPS. ITPs have other instruments hanging under the floe making

sea water measurements at the same time [175].

1.5.2 Models

Models are representations of reality designed for specific purposes. Here we will

concentrate on global ocean models, though there is also a category of regional

models specifically designed for coastal situations which are regional models, which

can be embedded in global models. However the increasing resolution of global

models is blurring the distinction and is beginning an evolution towards unified

models. Multiscale models are especially made following this emerging idea, doing

away with the need for embedding or other open boundary conditions. The

fluidity-ICOM (Imperial College London) model is one such model, which has in a

regional version been applied to tsunami modelling, involving a varying resolution

between 500 m and 50 km [65]. The Second-generation Louvain-la-Neuve Ice-
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Ocean Model SLIM even ranges from river to open sea and the corresponding sea

ice model is being developed [173, 93].

Ocean

When only considering the physics (ignoring biogeochemistry, which can also be

included) what ocean models do is solve the Navier Stokes equations with vary-

ing turbulent closure assumptions. No analytical solutions to the Navier-Stokes

equations are known beyond some very idealised simple cases. Consequently, to

solve the equations one has to resort to numerical models. Different approxima-

tions can be made to make the equations more manageable. In the Boussinesq

approximation the effects of density variations on the inertial term of the ver-

tical momentum equation are ignored but retained in the buoyancy force. The

hydrostatic approximation assumes that pressure, except for the surface pressure

contribution, depends only on the depth of the water column. Water is often

assumed to be incompressible, but the compressibility is important for sea level

change. In addition to the Navier-Stokes equations, temperature and salinity

evolution is calculated and an expression of state for the sea water determining

its density is needed.

Sea Ice

The equations solved in different sea ice models are essentially the same. The

dynamical part consists of solving the momentum balance of sea ice (equation

(1.1)). The forces acting on the ice are internal stress (∇ · σ), atmosphere and

ocean drag (τ a and τ o), the effect of gravity due to sea surface slope (−mg∇H)

and the apparent Coriolis force (−k×mfu),

m
∂u

∂t
= ∇ · σ + τ a + τ o −mg∇H − k×mfFu. (1.1)

Determining internal stress from deformations of the ice requires the assumption

of a rheology (see chapter 2), which includes an ice strength parametrisation.

Atmosphere and ocean drag need to be determined from the velocity difference

and the respective drag coefficients. Previously only skin drag, but recently also

the various form drags associated with the heterogeneous ice pack get accounted

for [157].
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The thermodynamic part involves the calculation of ice temperature, not straight-

forward because of the liquid brine included in the sea ice. The thermodynamic

models have evolved from 1 layer ice to multilayer ice including multiple snow

layers, and now mushy layer dynamics which accounts for the effect of brine. A

sea ice cover can have melt ponds both on its surface and under it. Surface melt

ponds are important for determining albedo, and the liquid water trapped in

refrozen ponds delays ice growth in winter [43].

Thermodynamics and dynamics combine to set the thickness distribution of the ice.

In addition to the already mentioned ones, mechanical redistribution of ice in pres-

sure ridges needs to be modelled in order to determine the ice thickness distribution.

The ice thickness distribution equation (equation 1.2) models the evolution of the

thickness distribution G due to the three processes: dynamics (−∇ · (Gu)), with

u the velocity; thermodynamics ( − ∂
∂h

(FtG)), with Ft the rate of thermodynamic

ice growth and the thickness h, and finally the ridging redistribution ψ,

∂G

∂t
= −∇ · (Gu)− ∂

∂h
(FtG) + ψ. (1.2)

Waves

Current wave models such as WAVEWATCH and ECWAM solve an energy

equation describing the effect of various energy sources and sinks on the wave

spectrum as well as advection and refraction [149, 75]. The main variable, which

is conserved, is the action density spectrum N(k,x, t), with k the wave number

vector. The equation to be solved can then be written as

∂

∂t
N +∇x · (ẋN) +∇k · (k̇N) = Sin + Snl + Sds, (1.3)

with ẋ = ∂ω/∂k the group velocity and k̇ = −∂ω/∂x the refraction, ω is the

angular frequency. The action density spectrum is related to the familiar wave

(energy) spectrum through the wave frequency.

The energy sources can be divided in three groups: Sin, the wave-atmosphere

interaction, generally the energy source, Snl, the non-linear interactions between

wave frequencies exchanging energy and finally Sds mostly containing dissipation
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terms comprising wave – ocean, wave – iceberg, wave – sea ice and wave – bottom

interactions. The wave-atmosphere interaction term calculates the energy input

associated with momentum transfer from wind to ocean, generating the waves.

The wind input depends on the ocean surface roughness length and hence on the

wave spectrum itself, which makes the calculation more complex and requires

iterations. Momentum and energy transfer can also go back from waves to wind

when the wave age is high. The non-linear interaction between wave components

is generally modelled as an interaction between two pairs of wave frequencies.

However, higher order interactions are also possible. For shallow water one also

needs to take into account the possible interaction between 3 waves [149].

Finally, there are a wide variety of energy sinks and some sources associated

with interactions of waves and currents, ocean turbulence, sea ice, icebergs and

the bathymetry (in shallow areas). Wave mixing is an energy sink occurring

when steep waves break. All waves also loose energy to the ocean below through

ocean turbulence. The interaction between sea ice and waves is a process that

depends on sea ice characteristics like thickness and floe size and hence requires

detailed information on the sea ice that is not available for standard wave model

simulations (see also section 1.6.2). Therefore, wave models are often run with

a sea ice mask and do not have information within a wide distance from the

expected ice edge. Icebergs can cause wave reflection. This can also be caused by

small islands and coastlines. Finally, interactions with the bathymetry include

viscous dissipation, wave scattering and breaking.

Approaches

Models can use a grid similar to the standard latitude-longitude grid. However this

creates a problem with the North Pole, a singularity in the lat-lon grid. Different

workarounds are possible like shifting the pole into a land area or replacing the

North Pole by two poles (the ORCA grid of NEMO [99]). Other models use

different grids entirely, like the cube and cube sphere, avoiding the problem of

poles [6]. Unstructured grids also avoid the problem of the North Pole and have

the added benefit of being able to represent coastlines more accurately. The

interaction with the atmosphere can be either forced, by using a predetermined

set of fluxes, or calculated via bulk formulae from atmospheric fields, or involve a

coupling to an atmosphere model. These coupled Ocean-Atmosphere models, like

HadGEM of the UK Met Office, are used for the IPCC climate projections.
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For sea ice models there is a choice between discrete and continuum models. While

the two models that dominate the global modelling field, namely CICE [71] and

LIM [163], start from the continuum hypothesis others do not: discrete element

models are also possible. Such a model for the Arctic has been constructed,

consisting of ice floes with joints that may or may not be frozen, which allows for

varying size of floe aggregates [68]. Intermediate approaches between continuous

and discrete models are also possible, e.g. particle in cell and smoothed particle

hydrodynamics, which have the advantage of having sharply defined ice cover

edges [54, 42].

Equations can be solved on an Eulerian grid, which is fixed in space, or a

Lagrangian grid which moves along with ice floes [169]. Using a Lagrangian grid has

certain advantages like reducing numerical diffusion, and also directly calculating

ice drift can be desirable. However, on the downside it is computationally more

expensive. Most often when coupling to an ocean model the same grid is used for

both. The equations can be discretised in the traditionally used finite difference

way, however finite element methods are now also getting used. A major reason

for this is the incompatibility of the finite difference method and Lagrangian grids

[169]. Eulerian methods on the contrary can have a regular grid or unstructured

meshes, which allow for an increase in resolution at coasts, in narrow straits and

other areas of interest [93]. Lietaer et al., using a unstructured mesh stand-alone

sea ice model for the Arctic, find a significant effect of resolving such straits on

ice export to Baffin Bay, with 10% of the export coming through the Canadian

Archipelago [93]. Finally, a finite volume approach has the advantage of mass

conservation, such a version of the CICE model has been made for using along

side the Arctic Ocean finite volume ocean model AO-FYCOM [48].

1.6 Current developments

1.6.1 Floe size distribution

Several research groups have been working on developing a floe size distribution

(FSD) for sea ice models during the last years. Floe size is defined as being

the mean calliper diameter [127]. From observations the cumulative floe size

distribution (cFSD) has often been reported as having a power law shape though

the coefficient varies [60]. There are also accounts of a power law distribution

with a different slope for small and large floes [154]. Flattening out of observed
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cFSDs is often believed to be an artefact of the measuring method (resolution and

algorithm limitations). However, this notion is increasingly contested. Herman

(2010) argues there is a gradual tailing off in the Weddell Sea cFSD observations of

Steer et al. (2008) which can be better described by a generalised Lotka-Volterra

function, which is a smoothly varying curve, rather than a power law [60, 143].

From a modelling point of view it has also been shown that a power law cFSD can

not be caused by wave break-up alone, which is the typically proposed mechanism.

There are currently two approaches to include an FSD in continuum models, by

Zhang et al. [188, 189] and Horvat et al. [69]. A floe size distribution can also

be modelled in a discrete sea ice model, by allowing floes to break-up and freeze

together [63].

Both continuum formulations construct the floe size distribution formulation in

a similar way to the thickness distribution; they can be treated separately or

modelled as a joint floe size-thickness distribution [69]. If F(Lf , h) is the joint

area distribution, meaning that F(r, h)drdh is the fractional area covered by floes

of a thickness between h and h+ dh and floe size between Lf and Lf + dLf , then

the floe size distribution nf (Lf ) can be obtained by integration:

nf (Lf ) =

∫ ∞
0

F(Lf , h)dh. (1.4)

The number distribution Nf (Lf ) can then be calculated as:

Nf (Lf , h) = F(Lf , h)/(πL2
f ). (1.5)

Finally the cumulative number distribution C(Lf ) is then:

C(Lf ) =

∫ Lf

0

∫ ∞
0

Nf (L
′
f )dhdL

′
f . (1.6)

The joint FSD and thickness evolution equation can be written as:

∂F(Lf , h)

∂t
= −∇ · (F(Lf , h)u) + LT + LM , (1.7)
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where the main terms in the FSD evolution equation are advection (∇·(F(Lf , h)u)),

thermodynamic changes (LT ) and mechanical redistribution (LM). Mechanical

redistribution includes many processes: wave break up, ridging, breakup of floes

due to internal stress in the sea ice pack, floes breaking in collisions,... Regarding

thermodynamic changes an important issue is how to treat lateral melting of

a distribution of floe sizes and partition between bottom and lateral melting.

There is also sea ice growth, which happens in several ways: individual floes grow

laterally, but they can also grow together, and there is new ice formation. Both

approaches include many, but not all of these processes and model them in a

different way. The Zhang et al. approach has been tested in an idealised setting

and an Arctic regional model [188, 189]. The Horvat et al. formulation has only

been used in an idealised setting so far, but inclusion in a realistic model is under

way [69].

Both models include ice floe break up due to waves, however the formulation

is quite different. There is no wave information available in the regional model

of Zhang et al., so they use a parameterisation based on wind speed and sea

ice concentration to represent fetch, as well as sea ice variables and a number

of empirical parameters [188]. This parameterisation does not only represent

wave break-up, but also break-up due to internal stress. The resulting floe sizes

are equally spread over the smaller categories. The Horvat et al. formulation

does consider the wavefield characteristics to determine floe break-up. Floes are

broken up to a size equal to half of the wavelength, accounting for a spectrum of

wavelengths.

The partitioning between lateral melting and bottom melting also depends on the

floe size. Zhang et al. employ a formulation that depends on the ratio between the

mean floe size and the maximum floe size, so that lateral melting increases as the

mean floe size gets smaller, but with a predefined minimum bottom melt fraction

[188, 189]. Horvat et al. calculates the total lateral surface area to partition the

heat flux between bottom and lateral melting [69]. The total perimeter depends

on the FSD shape (the exponent in case of a power law) as well as the mean floe

size, resulting in different lateral melting rates even if the mean floe size is the

same, this is not taken into account in the Zhang et al. formulation (see also

[158]).
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Finally, in freezing conditions both approaches allow existing floes to grow laterally.

In the Zhang et al. formulation two floes can also merge, so that above a certain

growth rate threshold all floes move to the largest ice floe size category [188, 189].

For new ice formation in Horvat et al. new floes are assigned the minimum size

and thickness the distributions accounts for [69].

1.6.2 Modelling of wave and sea ice interactions

There are many ongoing efforts to model different aspects of sea ice and wave

interactions, mostly from the sea ice point of view. Wave attenuation by sea ice is

a main process to be modelled in the MIZ. Wave break up happening along the

way, collisions between floes and radiation pressure on sea ice floes are also being

modelled. However none of these processes are currently included in standard

large scale ocean and sea ice models, as wave information is lacking. There has

been no significant development on modelling wave and ice interaction during ice

formation.

The propagation of waves going into a sea ice cover has been the subject of many

studies, considering both continuous ice covers and broken up floe fields as in the

marginal ice zone [141]. Here we will focus on the MIZ, which is the main focus

region of this study. Solitary floe models use idealised representations of sea ice

covers with an imposed incoming wave field and use mathematical techniques to

calculate the scattering of the waves on the floes. Single floe scattering is modelled

in increasing detail (e.g. going from rigid to compliant plates ) and also increasingly

realistic floe fields can be handled. The scattering, which redistributes energy

in different directions, results in a decrease in wave height towards the interior

of the ice cover and associated attenuation coefficients. It is the attenuation

coefficients that are useful for large scale models, as resolving individual ice floes

is not feasible. A comparison with field observations has shown that scattering

models can be improved by incorporating a viscous dissipation term [140].

Continuum models which ignore the detail of individual ice floes and consider

an effective medium instead are the oldest ones used to model wave propagation

in ice, but are still further developed today [24]. Continuum models can indeed

be suitable to model an MIZ consisting of grease ice or pancake ice. A modern

incarnation is the visco-elastic model developed by Shen et al., which in fact aims

to model the entire ice cover with a seamless model, but suffers from the necessity
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to calibrate the effective parameters to observations [172]. It has successfully been

applied to a case of a pancake floe MIZ in the Beaufort Sea.

Dumont et al. uses wave attenuation in a 1D model of the Fram Strait, using

realistic ice concentration, thickness and wave fields from the HYCOM and

ECWAM models, and adds wave break-up as a process [38]. The approach starts

from a large uniform plate of sea ice, much longer than the wave length. 2 separate

cases are considered; the plate is rigid and undergoes a stress, or the plate is

flexible and exhibits a strain. For both cases a critical limit is derived at which

the plate will break. In the model floes are broken if the lowest of the two limits

is reached, taking into account a weakening effect due to fatigue. This approach

is further developed by Williams et al., using a probabilistic break-up criterion

[178, 177]. The model containing the most comprehensive set of wave energy sinks

due to sea ice to date is a version of WAVEWATCH III developed by Ardhuin et

al [13]. In addition to scattering and visco-elastic dissipation it also uses a basal

friction term and flexural dissipation. The latter includes break-up of the ice floes

due to waves.

A calculation of wave induced floe collisions has been done by Yiew et al. [183].

It predicts the occurrence of collisions based on the floe size, separation between

floes and the wave length and amplitude and distinguishes between several regimes

with no, initial and regular collisions between floes. This calculation has not been

used in large scale sea ice models yet. There is also an important limitation to

the present formulation, as in that the floes do not affect the wave field, which is

not true in reality. Finally, wave pressure is another wave-ice interaction process

that has been included in idealised models. It is reported that its impact on the

ice edge position is limited compared to that of the wind [179].

1.7 Structure of the thesis

Sea ice rheology is introduced in chapter 2, with an overview of existing rheologies.

Chapter 3 describes the sea ice and ocean models used, along with more detailed

explanations of wave mixing in ocean models an the FSD formulation used in this

study. The new rheology that will be used is described in chapter 4, along results

from an analytical examination. Chapter 5 presents results from simulations

in an idealised Southern Ocean channel model. Results from simulations in a

realistic global model are treated in chapter 6. Finally, chapters 7 and 8 provide
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a discussion of the findings and an outlook in terms of what can be expected to

happen in the future and possible future model development. The supporting

material on derivations of the equations and developments of model code are given

in appendices.

1.8 Developments for this project

I have implemented the combined collisional and elastic viscous plastic rheology

as developed by Feltham (2005) in the CICE sea ice model (see chapter 4) [40, 71].

I have also made some modifications to the floe size distribution code written

by Lucia Hosekova, mainly concerning floe size initialisation, handling of small

floe sizes and low ice concentrations. The GLS mixing scheme code had to be

altered to add an option taking into account modelled surface wave height, which

I did (see chapter 6.4). For the idealised simulations I have changed an existing

channel model configuration of the NEMO model to use a sea ice model and set

up the corresponding configuration of CICE. I have also created the necessary

forcing fields. Finally, I have carried out the model simulations and analysis for

this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Sea Ice Rheology
In this chapter first we will discuss sea ice characteristics that have to be described

by the rheology. Section 2.2 treats continuity and the resolution of models. Section

2.3 gives an overview of different rheologies as they have been developed over

time, which essentially describe pack ice. Sections 2.5 and 2.4 discuss rheologies

specifically for the MIZ and for fast ice respectively.

2.1 Rheology and sea ice
Rheology can be defined as the study of the deformation and the flow of matter,

especially of non-Newtonian fluids and other materials with unusual behaviour.

Rheology is important in many fields and the geosciences are no exception. It

comes into play in mantle flows, river beds... and sea ice.

Sea ice has many characteristics that need to be represented in models in order to

have the realistic internal stress needed for the momentum equation (equation

1.1). Sea ice has high compressive strength, though this is dependent on scale

[131]. Shear strength is lower, but substantial, while tensile strength on the other

hand is low. Ridges, however, develop tensile strength once they are frozen and

also land fast ice can have more tensile strength than ice in the open ocean. Sea

ice also has a fatigue effect [81], but below the endurance limit of approximately

60% of the flexural strength breaking does not occur [38]. Undeformed sea ice

is mechanically horizontally isotropic and the sea ice pack with leads is often

assumed to be isotropic if averaged over large enough areas, though this view

is being contested on the basis of the linear deformation features seen in RGPS

data [87, 27]. Leads in sea ice tend to cross at a characteristic angle of about

30◦ − 60◦ and there is a memory effect of faults becoming active repeatedly. Sea

ice is granular in nature — ice arcs are an example of granular behaviour, so

collisions may be of importance.

2.2 Discrete or Continuum formulations?
Discrete element models, though not continuous in nature, do need a rheology

model to describe the interaction between the elements. A first distinction to make
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is the use of a discrete or a continuous formulation of sea ice rheology, though

this also depends on the sea ice model it is used within. The small floe collider of

Herman (2011) is a molecular dynamics model that has inelastic collisions between

single sea ice floes, so the rheology is discrete [61]. The particle in cell model uses

discrete particles to represent groups of sea floes, but uses a continuum rheology

as the velocities are calculated on a grid [42]. Sea ice clearly has discontinuous

behaviour, namely the breaking of floes, and brittle and decohesive formulations

are indeed used in continuum sea ice models, but always in combination with a

continuous rheology expression.

An emerging problem for the use of continuum formulations is the increasing

resolution of ocean models. Indeed, a continuum theory requires a sufficient

number of elements in a grid cell, though what this number should be is unclear.

Taylor et al. (2006) showed that for an isotropic rheology the grid cell size should

be minimum 100 km for floe sizes around 1 km to get a statistically isotropic

distribution of leads from calculations for different floe configurations [148]. There

has not been a similar analysis done on anisotropic models, which should have

a smaller continuum limit. There is also observational information available.

Deformation measurements from the AIDJEX campaign of a 100 km by 100 km

sea ice region showed that around 50 percent of the deformation was non-linear in

space. This lead to the conclusion that a 100 km length scale does not represent

deformations well, it is argued that increasing the length scale also does not solve

the problem [152]. With current high resolution models going to 4 km resolution

for a 1/12◦ grid, with 1 km ice floes to be expected in the central pack ice the

assumption of isotropically distributed leads can not be expected to hold. For the

marginal ice zone where floes are much smaller so that a grid cell contains many

floes the isotropic assumption could still be valid.

2.3 Development of constitutive equations for

Sea Ice

Different constitutive laws have been constructed using the standard building

blocks of elastic, viscous and plastic behaviour, combined with other formulations

to represent breaking of ice. With elastic deformation the stress depends on the

strain tensor, deformations are reversible and no energy is lost. In case of a viscous

constitutive equation the internal stress depends on the strain rate tensor and
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deformation is irreversible. An ideal plastic only undergoes strain once the critical

stress has been reached and the resulting deformation is also irreversible. Since

these constitutive laws are created for use in numerical models, non-physical terms

for numerical purposes similar to the physical terms are sometimes added, like

the elastic term of Elastic-Viscous-Plastic rheology (see section 2.3.3).

Yield curve

The idea is that when the stresses reach the compressive, shear or tensile limit

irreversible or plastic deformation occurs, be it creating of leads or formation of

ridges, although leads can freeze over and become active again multiple times. Ice

strength is not well known and especially its scale dependency makes it difficult to

constrain [131]. Plotted on a stress diagram (figure 2.1) the different stress limits

have to define a convex closed curve, but because of the uncertainties a number

of different shapes have been used over time, of which the elliptical yield curve

of Hibler is most widely used [64, 187]. Using Mohr-Coulomb rheology (based

on brittle failure) for instance, results in a triangle. For stress states within the

yield curve different choices can be made; in any case an expression is needed

to determine whether the stress state lies on the yield curve. Stress states lying

outside of the yield curve are not physically possible.

2.3.1 Free drift

The first model that can be used is free drift, when ice has no internal stress. This

was used by some of first models, but causes unrealistic ice distributions, i.c. ice

being piled up too much [117]. For the modelling of the marginal ice zone it is

still considered a possibility [52].

2.3.2 Elastic-Plastic models

In case of an elastic formulation the stress tensor only depends on the strain tensor.

An elastic constitutive law allows cracks to propagate through ice, but has the

great disadvantage of having to store the information about previous deformation

and requiring a Lagrangian grid to keep track of the sea ice parcels [167]. Elastic

models are not used as such, although several formulations exist that have an

elastic part.
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Figure 2.1: Yield curves used in different rheologies. a: the para-
bolic lens is one of the possibilities of elastic-plastic rheology, b: VP
and EVP rheology use an ellipse, c: Mohr-Coulomb yield curve, d:
(Maxwell-)elasto-brittle rheology uses a Mohr-Coulomb model with
tensile strength.

Elastic-Plastic rheology

The constitutive equation for elastic-plastic rheology is:

σ = M1(Tr ε)I + 2M2ε
′, (2.1)

M1 is the bulk modulus M2 is the shear modulus, ε′ is the deviatoric part of the

strain ε. The AIDJEX sea ice rheology is an example of an Elastic-Plastic rheology.

The focus is on the derivation of the yield curve from the energy conservation

during ridging, which sets the compressive ice strength [128]. Several possibilities

for the shape of the yield curve still exist. It is a teardrop or parabolic lens

depending on whether uniaxial compressive strain opens or does not open the ice

pack. A main difference with the Viscous-Plastic model is that it can maintain

high stress without motion [64].
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Elastic-Decohesive rheology

The elastic-decohesive method explicitly accounts for lead formation by calculating

the amount of discontinuity [132, 155]. This has a number of benefits like having

information available about the leads: orientation, which is not predefined like

in other constitutive laws, and the width. It is possible to use pre-existing leads

or cracks. Cracks can branch because different modes of failure have different

orientations of the surface of failure. The formulation uses a softening function

to model the development of a crack. It needs to be combined with a model for

non-failure stresses; here elasticity is chosen. Decohesion itself is discontinuous by

definition, but it is combined with continuous elasticity. The original formulation

is isotropic, a more recent extension is anisotropic as it uses an oriented thickness

distribution where thin leads are weaknesses in the material. The thickness

distribution is assumed to be aligned with the leads, which already have a defined

orientation in the isotropic version of the rheology there is no variation in the

perpendicular direction.

Elasto-Brittle rheology

The constitutive equation for elasto-brittle rheology is:

σ = KDε, (2.2)

with K the stiffness and D the elasticity tensor. The elasto-brittle constitutive

equation is a very recent model, which models ice as an elastic sheet that gets

progressively damaged [52, 17]. In the formulation damage is incorporated as a

decreasing stiffness parameter. When ice gets too weak to support local stress,

a fracture event occurs that can propagate through the ice cover. The elasto-

brittle rheology is based on the same ideas as the elastic-decohesive model, but

the realisation is different. It is less detailed — it does not consider different

modes of failure, but it produces linear kinematic features as seen in the ice pack.

Elasto-brittle rheology assumes sea ice to be an isotropic material.

Maxwell Elasto-Brittle rheology

The constitutive equation for Maxwell elasto-brittle rheology is:

1

E

Dσ

Dt
+

1

η
σ = K : ε̇, (2.3)
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with

(K : ε̇)ij =
ν

(1 + ν)(1− 2ν)
tr(ε̇)δij + 2

1

2(1 + ν)
ε̇ij, (2.4)

ν is the Poisson ratio and the elastic stiffness K is now a tensor depending on

the Poisson ratio. Maxwell elasto-brittle rheology is an extension of elasto-brittle

rheology that adds a viscous component to the constitutive equation [30]. The

viscosity of the material can decrease due to damage, similar to the elastic modulus

in the elasto-brittle rheology. Both the elastic modulus and the viscosity can

increase again due to healing of the sea ice (i.e. leads refreezing), which allows to

perform longer simulations compared to the elasto-brittle formulation in principle.

However, the full formulation with thermodynamic healing has not been used

yet in simulations. As the viscosity represents the damage to the sea ice it is

different from viscous rheologies that model the creep occurring in polycrystalline

ice, hence this model only uses an apparent viscosity and not separate bulk and

shear viscosities.

Elastic-Anisotropic-Plastic rheology

Satellite observations have shown that the pattern of actively deforming cracks is

anisotropic [87]. Several recent rheologies include a representation of weaknesses

or failure in the ice cover which results in anisotropic behaviour. The Elastic-

Anisotropic-Plastic (EAP) rheology views sea ice as a collection of diamond-shaped

floes or floe aggregates [174, 156]. These floes can be more or less aligned resulting

in a degree of anisotropy of the ice cover. The anisotropy of the ice cover in turn

affects the internal stresses in the ice and its deformation under applied strain.

This is reflected in the yield surface depending on the anisotropy. The elasticity

in EAP rheology is artificial and is only used for numerical reasons.

EAP rheology is the only rheology that keeps track of the local anisotropy of

the ice cover, a quantity which can evolve over time. This means that the stress

tensor also evolves over time. The anisotropy is quantified in the structure tensor.

An evolution equation for the structure tensor lets the local anisotropy evolve due

to thermodynamics and fracture of ice floes, the latter depends on the stress in

the ice cover.
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2.3.3 Viscous-Plastic models

Reiner-Rivlin rheology

From the requirement of invariance of the constitutive equation under rigid body

rotation and the assumption of isotropy and of the stress not depending on previ-

ous deformation, one can derive a general form of the stress tensor, which is the

Reiner-Rivlin equation: σ = αI + βε̇ + γε̇2, σ and ε̇ being the stress and strain

rate respectively. α, β and γ depend on the strain rate invariants. γ is always

taken to be zero to match experimental results, and higher order terms are absent

because of the assumed lack of memory [138, 167]. The strain rate can be split

into spherical and deviatoric parts ε̇ = (1/2 Tr ε̇)I + ε̇′, which results in an final

equation of the form σ = (α+ βI
2

Tr ε̇)I + β′ε̇′, with the 3 unknowns α, βI and β′

still to be determined. Within this framework many choices for the unknowns are

possible. A purely viscous law has been used to represent sea ice, but does not

represent shear zones well without introducing discontinuities [92]. However, a

viscous and plastic combined rheology is a viable model.

Viscous-Plastic rheology

The constitutive equation for viscous-plastic rheology is:

σ = ζ Tr ε̇I + ηε̇′ − P/2, (2.5)

P is the pressure term (or compressive strength), ζ is the bulk viscosity and η is

the shear viscosity. The Viscous-Plastic (VP) constitutive equation was developed

by Hibler and is the basis for much of the constitutive laws used in sea ice models

[64]. It models sea ice as having viscous flow within the limits of the yield curve.

One of the main reasons for using this is that it is more convenient in simulations

than an elastic formulation. There is no need to store information about the

initial state or previous deformations. The yield curve in this case is an ellipse;

again this is convenient because it can be defined with only two parameters, the

compressive ice strength and the ellipticity. Compressive strength depends on ice

thickness and concentration. Viscous-Plastic rheology permits slow creep, though

it is not known whether this actually happens in sea ice [92].
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Elastic-Viscous-Plastic Rheology

Elastic-Viscous-Plastic rheology (EVP) was developed by Hunke and Dukowicz

as a further development of the Viscous-Plastic rheology [36]. VP equations

require a very small time step (1 s for 100 km resolution) and are consequently

computationally expensive in a numerical model. One way of dealing with this is

to add an elastic term that is purely numerical, so that upon convergence it has

the same solution as VP rheology. However one has to keep in mind that models

are not run long enough to make it completely converge. Implicit methods are also

possible like that used by Hibler or the the Jacobian-free Newton–Krylov method

[64, 90]. The latter has the advantage of better convergence, but implicit methods

are difficult to parallelise unlike explicit methods like EVP. EVP rheology has

been the standard rheology, though now others are becoming popular.

2.4 Fast ice
Currently fast ice is not explicitly accounted for in standard sea ice models.

However several ways to represent fast ice in models have been suggested and

tried in specific studies. The most basic approach used is to set the ice velocity

to zero, either for predefined areas in winter or based on an ice thickness and

water depth criterion [91]. Allowing for ice motion in principle, the EVP rheology

has been used, but with an increased, or even doubled, ice strength P ∗. This

is made to represent the larger ice strength of fast ice of the Kara, Laptev and

East Siberian Seas due to lower sea ice salinity [73]. Grounded ridges undergo a

friction force from the sea bed, which translates into an extra basal stress term in

the momentum balance of sea ice [91]. Alternatively the increase in strength due

to the grounded ridges has been modelled by adding tensile strength to the VP or

EVP rheology [80]. Changes to ice strength have been specified by geographical

region, whereas the basal stress parameterisation calculates whether ridges are

grounded. The last approach has the advantage that it allows for interannual

variability.

2.5 Marginal Ice Zone
Ice in the marginal ice zone is different from central pack ice. The lower concen-

tration means that pressure ridges (which are one of the main features in central

pack ice) are absent, and the collisions between floes are important. This results

in loose sea ice being a kinetic granular material. The assumption of continuum
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mechanics becomes problematic in these low ice concentration situations. Specific

constitutive laws for the MIZ are not used in sea-ice models, except for a few [37].

2.5.1 Collisional Rheology

Collisional rheology is derived from floe collisions and averaged into a continuum

expression of the same form as viscous models. [136, 137]. The stresses depend

on disk diameter, the restitution coefficient (a measure of how inelastic collisions

are) and the magnitude of the velocity fluctuations. The model shows a good

correlation of calculated velocity fluctuation with measurements in the Greenland

Sea, but underpredicts velocity fluctuations by an order of magnitude.

Combined Collisional and Viscous-Plastic Rheology

Feltham extends collisional rheology with evolving velocity fluctuation magnitudes

from a kinetic energy balance for floes [40]. The magnitude of the velocity

fluctuations is introduced as the ‘granular temperature’ (GT ), reflecting the

granular nature of MIZ sea ice. It is combined with VP rheology to create a

constitutive law that is suitable for both regions: the evolving granular temperature

means there is no need to predefine a boundary between central pack ice and

marginal ice zone. This is the rheology that will be used and further developed in

this project, as detailed in chapter 4.
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Chapter 3

Methods
In this chapter some technical aspects of the models that will be used are discussed.

First the ocean model NEMO and the sea ice model CICE are treated in sections

3.1 and 3.2, focusing on the aspects that are relevant to the simulations used in this

project. The channel model configuration specifically is discussed in section 3.3.

Section 3.4 covers the forcing data used. Section 3.5 discusses the validation data

sets that will be used in chapter 6. Since an updated treatment of wave mixing

will be examined in section 6.4 it is useful to first look at the current treatment of

wave mixing in ocean models. This will be done in section 3.6. Finally, the new

floe size distribution that will be used in this project is explained in section 3.8.

3.1 NEMO

In this project the NEMO (Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean) numer-

ical ocean model is used, version 3.6 [99]. NEMO is a hydrostatic model which

uses the Boussinesq approximation and the incompressibility assumption. The

horizontal Navier Stokes equations become:

∂u

∂t
= −

(
(∇× u)× u +

1

2
∇(u)2

)
− f i× u− 1

ρ0

∇p+ D + F, (3.1)

which compute the velocity evolution due to the various forces on the right hand

side: the Coriolis pseudo-force (second term), then pressure force and the sub scale

(D) and surface forcing terms (F). The vertical momentum equation expresses

hydrostatic equilibrium:
∂p

∂z
= −ρig, (3.2)

with ρi the in situ water density. For the global simulations the ORCA1 config-

uration of NEMO is used, which has a tripolar grid (figure 3.1) and a nominal

horizontal resolution of 1◦. The resolution in the Arctic ranges between 35 km

and 55 km, which is not nearly high enough to be eddy-permitting. In the vertical

z coordinates are used with partial steps at the ocean bottom. There are 75

depth levels with the top ocean being well resolved by 10 depth levels in the top

15 m of the ocean. The model has a non-linear free surface, but the effects of
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surface waves are neglected, except for in vertical mixing. For vertical mixing

the TKE turbulent closure scheme is generally used, except for the wave mixing

simulations (described in section 6.4), where the GLS scheme is used (see also

section 3.6). Lateral mixing of tracers occurs along isoneutral surfaces. The Gent

and McWilliams parameterisation is used to account for the effect of eddies [50].

For the lateral boundary condition free slip is used. A damping is applied to

the surface salinity, but no restoring happens to the temperature. The salinity

restoring is done though a freshwater flux, where the timescale of the restoring

is 300 days for a mixed layer depth of 50 m, which can be considered a weak

restoring. However, for a shallower MLD as in the Arctic in summer it can be

three times as strong. Salt and heat are globally conserved. Finally, for coupling

to the sea ice model the ice is treated as levitating (i.e. weightless), which means

there is mass and salt exchange, but no pressure effect. The choices for parameters

follow previous model studies and are well-validated (see e.g. [171, 170, 72]).

Figure 3.1: The ORCA 1 grid used in the NEMO model, every fourth
gridline is shown. The North Pole singularity is avoided by using two
”North” poles, placed in land.

3.2 CICE

The sea ice model used is the Los Alamos Sea Ice model CICE v5.0 [71]. The

configuration used in this project has a 5 category thickness distribution. The

thermodynamics model used is the mushy layer formulation, with 4 ice layers and
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one snow layer [160]. The initial sea ice thickness is 2 m in the Arctic and 1 m

in the Southern Ocean, consistent with the observational mean [89, 78]. Initial

sea ice extent depends on the sea surface temperature. For the global simulations

the Delta-Eddington radiation scheme is used, for the idealised channel model

simulations the Community Climate System Model (CCSM3) is used because

it does not have a daily cycle in the incoming shortwave radiation so that a

steady state can be achieved [18]. The rheology used is either the revised EVP

or combined collisional-EVP rheology (see chapter 2). Mechanical redistribution

uses the exponential ridging and weighting function functions from Lipscomb et

al. (2007) [95]. The ice strength formulation used is from Hibler [64].

The form drag option allows for spatially varying drag coefficients [157]. Form

drag affects the neutral drag coefficients though ridges, keels, melt ponds, floe

edges of the ice. The contribution of the floe edges towards the form drag depends

on floe size, currently implemented with the Luepkes parametrisation [98]. The use

of floe sizes calculated from wave break-up (see section 3.8) to calculate form drag

should give a more realistic effect. However, in the present simulations form drag

is not used, because of problems with excessive melting in a coupled set-up when

using melt ponds. Consequently melt ponds are also not used in the simulation.

Parameter settings were chosen based on previous studies ([105, 158], [79] and

personal communication with the author), the drag coefficient between water and

ice (dragio) and the sea ice surface roughness (iceruf ) have been tuned to improve

ice extent in the global simulations when compared against observations.

3.3 Channel model set-up

The configuration is an idealised Southern Ocean channel using the NEMO-CICE

model. A schematic of the channel model is shown in figure 3.2. The configuration

has been made starting from an existing ocean-only Southern Ocean channel model,

to which the coupling to CICE has been added for this project. The idealised

channel has east-west cyclic boundary conditions with land on the northern and

southern edge. It extends 2000 km northward from a latitude of 80 degrees south,

and has a flat bottom topography.

To be able to distinguish between ice and ocean effects different degrees of coupling

are used: an uncoupled channel, a thermodynamically coupled channel and a fully

coupled ice - ocean channel. In the uncoupled channel configuration lateral and
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bottom melting of the sea ice is disabled and ocean current and see surface slope

is neglected. The thermodynamically coupled channel allows all modes of sea ice

melting, but ocean current and sea surface slope are neglected to exclude dynamic

interaction with the ocean.

A range of configurations is set up at different resolutions ranging from 100 km to

12.5 km to examine the convergence of the solution. To prevent interference of the

resolution dependency of the ocean model solution in all simulations, the lateral

diffusion parameters have been adjusted to prevent formation of eddies at high

resolution. As a rule for momentum diffusion the horizontal eddy viscosity should

be scaled with the resolution, the laplacian component quadratically decreasing

with resolution and the bilaplacian component with power 4. In the channel model

simulation the horizontal eddy viscosity has been kept constant at 20000 m2/s

(laplacian component) for all resolutions instead. The biplacian component is set

to 0 m4/s. For tracer diffusion a laplacian formulation is used, meaning that the

eddy induced velocity coefficient and horizontal eddy diffusivity should be scaled

quadratically with resolution. However, in these simulations they are both held

constant at 1000 m2/s.

All simulations are without daily or seasonal cycles to arrive at a steady state

solution. The sea ice is initialised with a 1 m thick ice cover over three quarters of

the domain, leaving the northern part ice free, afterwards the ice edge is completely

free to move. The sea surface temperature is initialised to a constant value of -1◦C

throughout the water column, chosen to prevent large scale melting or freezing of

sea ice right at the start of the simulations. For salinity a realistic depth dependent

profile is used, to prevent instability of the water column, which could lead to

convection.

3.4 Forcing

The ocean model is not coupled to an atmosphere model, which means atmospheric

forcing is required. Fluxes between atmosphere and ocean are calculated from

atmospheric fields using the CORE bulk formulae [88]. Using atmospheric forcing

fields rather than directly prescribing the fluxes has the advantage that it allows

for more interaction with the atmosphere. The forcing fields consist of temperature

and humidity at 2 m height, wind components at 10 m, downwelling long and

shortwave radiation and total precipitation and snow. In the current formulation
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the channel model with the different grid
resolutions.

the mean wave period and significant wave height are used to reconstruct the

wave spectrum, assuming a Bretschneider spectrum. Waves are propagated and

attenuated in wave frequency bands. The direction of the propagation is a cone

around a specified direction, different for the channel model and the global model.

Using the Stokes drift direction was not possible because such information is not

available in ice covered regions.

Global model For the global simulations the Drakkar Forcing Set (DFS) 5.2

dataset is used as atmospheric forcing [39]. The run-off data for the global model

is the Dai et al. (2009) dataset [29]. It is based on flow measurements of 925 rivers,

which accounts for an estimated 73% of global runoff, data gaps are filled in with

a land model. Finally, the wave forcing data for the global model is from the

ECWAM model of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts

(ECMWF) [3]. The propagation of the waves happens in a cone around the wind

direction.
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Channel model For the channel model custom forcing is used, but with the

same make-up as for the global model. The atmospheric forcing is a combination

of analytical forcing and forcing with realistic latitudinal dependencies. Winds are

purely zonal, being westerly at 8.475 m/s over most of the domain and tapering

off to zero at the northern and southern edge. Air temperature ranges between

−5◦C and 5◦C, linearly increasing northward. Short and long wave radiation are

also increasing northward with a realistic latitudinal dependency. Both settings

are chosen to ensure that ice fully melts toward the northern edge of the domain.

Liquid and solid precipitation and humidity are held constant over the domain at

realistic mean values. There is no run-off in the channel model. In the channel

model a significant wave height of 3 m with a mean wave period of 10 s is imposed

over the whole domain. The mean direction of wave propagation is due south.

3.5 Validation
For validation of the reference simulation several datasets are used, which can

have biases associated with them. For ice area and extent a dataset from NSIDC

is used, derived from SMMR (Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer) and

SSM/I (Special Sensor Microwave/Imager) passive microwave measurements [145].

A second data source for ice area, expressed as concentration, is the HadISST1

dataset [123]. The source data comes from ice charts and the passive microwave

measurements that also form the NSIDC data. Arctic ice volume is taken from the

PIOMAS dataset (Pan-Arctic Ice-Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System) [186].

It is a sea-ice ocean model from the University of Washington, a regional version

of the global Parallel Ocean and Ice Model (POIM) which assimilates sea surface

temperature and ice concentration. A known bias of the model is the too narrow

thickness distribution: thin ice is too thick and thick ice too thin [77]. Comparison

with CryoSat-2 sea ice volume observations, available between 2010 and 2014,

shows that PIOMAS follows the observations quite well, underestimation of the

sea ice volume if it occurs mostly happens around April when ice volumes are

close to the maximum [153]. There is now a global extension to PIOMAS, the

Global Ice-Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System or GIOMAS, this will be

used for sea ice volume validation in the Southern Ocean.

The sea ice drift data used for validation comes from Cersat [53]. The ice drift

information is obtained with the QuickSCAT scatterometer and SSM/I passive

microwave radiometers from correlations between subsequent images. Passive
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microwave sensors are affected by water vapour in the atmosphere in summer, so

it can not be used to calculate ice drift in summer [86]. Also active sensors like

scatterometers have problems in the melt season because of the presence of melt

ponds. Consequently the Cersat ice drift data is not year round available; there is

no data for the June to August time period. For the validation of the mean floe

size and the granular temperature there are no standard datasets, but some case

studies can be done and these will be discussed in section 6.2.

There are also some ocean variables that will be validated. For the mixed layer

depth (MLD) validation information from Peralta-Ferriz et al. (2015) is used. The

source data are 20000+ hydrographic profiles taken in the Arctic between 1979

and 2012. Mixed layer depth is calculated with a density criterion: a change of 0.1

kg/m3 relative to the density at the shallowest depth. Climatologies of the MLD

seasonal cycle are constructed for different regions, which is what will be used in

this project. There are data gaps in the seasonal cycles, especially in winter and in

some regions, like in the Canada basin, data are geographically sparse. Sea surface

height (SSH) information is from Armitage et al. (2016) [14], the observations

used are altimeter data from Envisat and CryoSat-2 for the 2002-2014 time period.

The SSH observations are validated against in situ tide gauge data. Dynamic

ocean topography is then calculated using the GOCO03s geoid, which does not

use altimeter data.

3.6 Treatment of wave mixing in ocean models

Ocean models solve the Navier-Stokes equations, which are Reynolds averaged,

meaning that vertical turbulent viscosity and diffusivity are required. The current

standard way of calculating these uses the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) of

the ocean. TKE is calculated considering different sources and sinks of energy

(shear, buoyancy and turbulent dissipation), as well as advection. Dissipation

depends on the mixing length, which can either be parameterised using the Brunt-

Väisälä frequency (done in the TKE scheme) or calculated with a prognostic

equation (done in the generic length scale (GLS) scheme) [49, 161].

The turbulent kinetic energy equation and the mixing length equation need surface

boundary conditions, which depend on the roughness length. The roughness length

in the open ocean depends on the wave height, but under sea ice the bottom

roughness of the ice should be taken into account. Several formulations for the
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roughness length are being used. The first option is to use a constant roughness

length (the default value in NEMO is 2 cm). One can account for the effect of

waves indirectly using the wind speed to parameterise the significant wave height.

This is done by Mellor and Blumberg (2004) using the Charnock relation [106].

Rascle et al. (2008) improve the parameterisation for large wind speeds (friction

velocity) taking into account wave age [122].

3.7 Waves in ice module

We make use of the ‘waves in ice’ module developed by Lucia Hosekove at NOC for

the simulations. It allows us to have wave information in the sea ice covered regions

which is vital for this project. The module reads wave information produced by

an external wave model which does not have wave information close to sea ice.

The information read is the significant wave height, the mean wave period and

the Stokes drift components. However, the Stokes drift will not be used in this

project. The full wavespectrum is reconstructed according to the Bretschneider

spectrum. The Bretschneider spectrum uses 2 parameters: the significant wave

height HS and the model frequency ωm, which can be calculated from the peak

period. The spectrum is then defined as:

S =
5

16

ω4
m

w5
H2
S exp

−5ω4
m

4w4
, (3.3)

with w the wave frequency.

The wave spectrum is divided in 25 frequency bands, with a minimum wave period

of 2.5 s and a maximum wave period of 25 s. Wave are propagated in a 90 ◦ cone

around a principal direction, in 5 direction bands. The principal direction is either

the direction of the wind, or due north/south a third option not used here is to

use the Stokes drift direction as the information is lacking close to sea ice. The

wind direction is used for the global model, which is the most realistic option. For

the idealised model the waves were propagated southward. All wave propagation

options use the upwind advection scheme, which is first order accurate, but simple

and suitable for non-smooth fields [2].

Some care needs to be taken as the sea ice extent in the simulations may be

different than the one in the external wave model. If sea ice extent in the simulation

is so large that it extends beyond the masked out region in the external wave
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model, wave information from this region is discarded. Where wave information is

not available outside of the ice cover, which is normally the case in a band around

the ice edge, waves are propagated according to the procedure described above.

Away from the ice edge in the ice free ocean wave information is used directly

from the input file.

Waves moving into the sea ice cover are attenuated dependent on their period and

the mean floe size and thickness and concentration of the sea ice cover according

to the formula:

Sat(w) = S(w)e−αdimcg(w)∆t, (3.4)

where Sat is the attenuated wave spectrum, αdim the attenuation coefficient

(dimensional) depending on the wave frequency w, cg(w) the group velocity of the

wave and ∆t the timestep [178].

3.8 Floe size distribution calculation

Rather than using the standard 300 m floe size from CICE, a new prognostic floe

size calculation is used which is developed by Lucia Hosekova. The maximum

floe size is calculated from wave break-up using the critical strain criterion in a

probabilistic manner according to the formula

Ps = e−2ε2c/E
2
s > Pcrit, (3.5)

with Ps the strain probability, Pcrit the critical strain, εc the breaking strain and

Es the strain amplitude [178]. The mean floe size can be calculated from the

maximum floe size assuming a power-law FSD of the form Nf (Lf ) = L
−αf−1

f , Lf

is the floe size (mean caliper diameter). The slope of the power-law αf is taken to

be dependent on ice concentration according to αf = −1.89 ∗A+ 1.99. The mean

floe size calculation models a chain of wave break-up events, which has a lower

floe size limit of 20 m. For the smallest floes, below 20 m, a different approach is

used. It is assumed that this part of the floe size distribution is uniform, so that

mean and maximum floe size is the same. This choice is made with pancake ice

in mind.

Floe size also changes due to thermodynamics. Ice floes are assumed to grow at a

constant rate with a freeze-up timescale of 10 days to reach the maximum allowed

floe size of 1000 m. The freeze-up timescale also determines the floe size of newly
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formed sea ice, which is the minimum allowed floe size in the model. Lateral

melting is calculated using the existing lateral melting formulation in CICE [142].

The floe size is changed consistently with the ice area, which depends on the

square of the floe size. With the exception of new ice formation i.e. in grid cell

that were previously ice free, the number of ice floes is assumed constant.

The calculations of the mean floe size from the maximum floe size and vice versa is

not completely reversible, meaning that the choice of changing either the maximum

or the mean floe size thermodynamically and then recalculating the other one has

a small effect on the resulting floe sizes. Examining this influence is beyond the

scope of the present work and here we simply change the maximum floe size due

to thermodynamics.
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Chapter 4

Combined Collisional and Elastic-

Viscous-Plastic Rheology
In this chapter the combined collisional and Elastic-Viscous-Plastic rheology will

be explained in detail. Section 4.1 introduces the constitutive law and parameters

for the combined rheology. In section 4.2 the granular temperature equation

will be examined, including granular temperature sources and sinks and the

way the equation is solved in CICE. The sensitivity to the parameters will be

looked into from the analytical solution of a simplified version of the granular

temperature equation, insofar as this is possible. Finally, section 4.2.4 offers

insights into the advantages of using the fully prognostic equation rather than

fixed granular temperature and the limitations of the current formulation of the

granular temperature.

4.1 Constitutive laws

The viscous-plastic constitutive law (equation 2.5) can be written using the

standard (reduced) Reiner-Rivlin form [41] as:

σij = 2ηε̇ij + (ζ − η)ε̇kkδij −
1

2
Pδij, (4.1)

with σij being the stress tensor, ε̇ the strain rate tensor and δij the Kronecker

delta; η and ζ are the shear and bulk viscosities and P is the sea ice compressive

strength.

4.1.1 Viscous-Plastic rheology

From the assumption of the yield curve being an ellipse with eccentricity e and

major axis P one can derive the expressions for the shear and bulk viscosities [64]:

ζ = P/2∆, (4.2)

η = ζ/e2, (4.3)
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∆ =
√

(ε̇211 + ε̇222)(1 + e−2) + 4e−2ε̇212 + 2ε̇211ε̇
2
22(1− e−2). (4.4)

Here the normal flow rule is used and tensile strength is assumed zero. The

compressive strength P accounts for the dependency on ice concentration A and

thickness h as:

P = P ∗h exp(−c(1− A)). (4.5)

This is the Hibler (1979) sea ice strength formulation [64], the parameters in the

equations are listed in table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Parameters of VP rheology, default values used are as in [40].

symbol definition value
c Strength reduction because of leads 20
e Ellipticity of the yield curve 2
P ∗ Compressive strength of compact 1m thick ice 2.75× 104 N/m

4.1.2 Collisional rheology

Assuming that collisions occur instantaneously between pairs of floes and using

the conservation of linear momentum one can calculate the momentum transfer

between the floes [136, 137]. It is assumed floes are identical and all have the same

fluctuation velocity and directions are uniformly distributed. Collisions are taken

to occur along the line connecting the centres of mass of the colliding floes, so that

no energy goes into rotation of the floes. The momentum transfer is calculated

and integrated over all contact angles. The rate of momentum transfer per unit

surface area gives the stress tensor, which can be written in the same form as 4.1.

Then, the viscosities and compressive strength become:

η =
γ(1 + e′)

3π

√
2G

1/2
T

Lf
, (4.6)

ζ = 3η, (4.7)

P = γ

√
2

π2
(1 + e′)

2GT

L2
f

, (4.8)

γ =
ρL2

fh

4

A3/2

A
1/2
max − A1/2

. (4.9)

The equations 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 use two new variables: the floe size Lf and the

granular temperature GT , introduced in chapter 2 [40]. Floe size is used in present
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day sea ice models to determine lateral melting and is also used in calculating

form drag of sea ice floes, however it is not a state variable in current models

[157, 158]. Floe size can be taken constant (300 m is the value used in lateral

melting), or can depend on the ice concentration (e.g. form drag uses the Luepkes

parametrisation, equation 4.10 [98]). Since collisional rheology is designed to

represent sea ice dynamics in the marginal ice zone, where breaking of ice floes

by waves is a major process, a new formulation of floe size evolution is used here,

which accounts for wave break-up and thermodynamical changes [38]. In contrast

to floe size, granular temperature is a completely new variable, comparable to

eddy kinetic energy for ocean models. Since granular temperature is a form of

kinetic energy it can be calculated from an evolution equation (see section 4.2).

In equations 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 two parameters have to be defined: the restitution

coefficient e′ and the maximum ice concentration Amax. The restitution coefficient

is the fraction of energy retained in the system after a collision, meaning if ice

floes underwent perfect elastic collision e′ is 1, and e′ is 0 if collisions are perfectly

inelastic. The coefficient depends on material properties of the sea ice, like the

porosity, and on the velocity of the floes, as ice failure can occur at high velocities

and energy is lost to water motion [185]. The restitution coefficient is not well

known and several values have been used (e.g. Feltham (2005) uses 0.5 [40],

Herman (2012) uses 0.85 [62]). The maximum ice concentration Amax depends on

the assumed floe shape. For example it is around 0.91 for identical circular floes

that do not overlap, but can be one if no regular floe shape is assumed and floes

interlock. The CICE model does not account for the shape of sea ice floes apart

from in the lateral melting calculation and consequently has indeed a maximum

sea ice concentration of one. This value would cause a singularity in the collisional

rheology formulation. As in the Luepkes parametrisation this problem is avoided

by using A∗ (equation 4.11) instead of one, A∗, which depends on the minimum

and maximum floe size, is always slightly higher than one [98]. The overview of

parameters for the collisional rheology can be found in table 4.2.

Lf = Lmin

(
A∗

A∗ − A

)βf
(4.10)

A∗ =
1

1− (Lmin/Lmax)1/βf
(4.11)
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Table 4.2: Parameters of Collisional rheology, default values used are as
in [40] and [157].

symbol definition value
e′ Restitution coefficient 0.5
Lmin Minimum floe size 8m
Lmax Maximum floe size 300m
βf Floe size parameter 0.75

4.1.3 Combined rheology

Since EVP and collisional rheology account for stresses due to different mechanisms

important in different areas of the sea ice cover (pack ice vs. MIZ) it can be

assumed that the internal stress at one point is the sum of both contributions

with one dominating over the other. One way of insuring this is to switch from

one constitutive law to the other based on a predefined MIZ criterion, but such

discontinuities are not desirable in numerical models. It can be assumed that

the granular temperature has high values in the MIZ and very low values in the

pack ice, providing a natural changeover between the two. In the model the EVP

version of Viscous-Plastic rheology is used and the viscosities and compressive

strength are added giving rise to the following constitutive law:

1

E

∂σ1

∂t
+

σ1

2ζF+C
+
P F+C

2ζF+C
= DD, (4.12)

1

E

∂σ2

∂t
+

σ2

2ηF+C
= DT , (4.13)

1

E

∂σ12

∂t
+

σ12

2ηF+C
=

1

2
DS, (4.14)

in which E is the elastic parameter, σ1 = σ11 + σ22 and σ2 = σ11 − σ22. The first

term in each equation is the elastic term the EVP rheology adds, DD DT and

Ds are compressive, tensile and shear strain respectively. This set of equations

can be rewritten in a form similar to the equations solved in the EVP module

in CICE — see appendix A.2. The combined rheology has not been used in a

numerical sea ice model before. For this project it has been added to the CICE

sea ice model as an extra rheology module option; the implementation is similar

to the existing EVP module. A flowchart of the CICE model showing the changes

for the combined rheology can be found in appendix A.1. Simulations are made
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with CICE coupled to the NEMO ocean model. This development and others of

this project (on the floe size distribution and wave mixing) are being considered

for inclusion into the NEMO system.

4.2 Granular temperature equation

4.2.1 Granular temperature evolution

The evolution equation for the granular temperature GT is the following:

m
∂

∂t
GT +mu · ∇GT = −∇ · q + F − σT : ∇u− Γ, (4.15)

here m is the combined mass of the sea ice and the water in between the floes,

down to the bottom of the sea ice; u is the sea ice velocity and σT the transposed

stress tensor. The different terms in the right hand side of the equation — energy

flux due to diffusion, turbulent ocean and air drag, internal stress and dissipation

— are discussed below.

1). Energy flux due to diffusion

The redistribution of kinetic energy through floe collisions causes diffusion of the

granular temperature as follows:

−∇ · q = λρ
∂

∂x

L2
f

s

√
GT

∂GT

∂x
+ λρ

∂

∂y

L2
f

s

√
GT

∂GT

∂y
. (4.16)

The energy diffusion between ice floes is modelled with a non-linear diffusion

coefficient, with λ a diffusion constant (see table 4.3) and s the distance between

floes:

s = Lf (A∗/A
1/2 − 1). (4.17)

The distance between floes is calculated from the concentration based on the

assumption of a periodic arrangement of floes [97]. The maximum concentration

A∗, which depends on the minimum and maximum floe size Lmin and Lmax resp.,

is used to avoid a singularity at A=1 (equation 4.11).
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2). Turbulent ocean/air drag

Fluctuations in wind and ocean currents spatially as well as temporally cause

jostling of floes, the energy input can be modelled as:

F = AF ′
√
GT , (4.18)

here F ′ is used as a coupling constant (see table 4.3). In reality one could expect

the coupling factor not to be constant, but to depend on gustiness of wind, ocean

stratification, etc. The value of the coupling constant is not well known, so the

sensitivity of the granular temperature to this parameter will be examined (see

section 4.2.3).

3). Internal stress

Granular temperature change due to internal stress is given as:

− σT : ∇u = −σ11
∂u

∂x
− σ21

∂u

∂y
− σ12

∂v

∂x
− σ22

∂v

∂y
. (4.19)

Internal stress can both be a source and a sink of turbulent kinetic energy.

4). Dissipation

Granular temperature dissipation can be written as:

Γ =
−0.25 exp(−c(1− A))P ∗

Lf

√
GT −

rρ

Lf (A−1/2 − 1)
G

3/2
T . (4.20)

Two ways in which energy is dissipated can be distinguished: friction between

floes (first term on the right-hand side of equation 4.20) and the energy dissipated

because of the floe collisions being partly inelastic (second term on the right-hand

side of equation 4.20 and table 4.3 for the values of the constants). The energy

loss due to friction depends on the sea ice compressive strength, for whitch Hiblers

formulation is used (see equation 4.5). Energy loss due to inelastic collisions

depend on the distance between floes, r is an inelasticity constant dependent on

the restitution coefficient e′ (see table 4.3).
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Table 4.3: Parameters of the granular temperature equation, default
values used are as in [40].

symbol definition value
F ′ Coupling constant turbulent drag 2 kgm−2s−2

(will be varied)
c Strength reduction because of leads 20
P ∗ Compressive strength of compact 2.75× 104 Nm−1

1m thick ice
r Constant for inelasticity 0.1 (will be varied)
λ Constant for diffusion 1 (will be varied)

4.2.2 Solving method

Here the numerical approach developed in this study to solve the evolution equation

in the sea ice model CICE specifically is described. To fully ensure conservation

of the granular temperature the evolution equation is first rewritten in flux form:

∂

∂t
(A(ρh+ρshs)GTu)+∇·(A(ρh+ρshs)GTu) = −∇·q+F−σT : ∇u−Γ, (4.21)

with ρs and hs the snow density and thickness resp. It is convenient to split

the equation into two to calculate granular temperature change due to advection

(advection equation) and due to energy sources and sinks and diffusion (source-

diffusion equation) separately. Then, the advection and the reaction-diffusion

equations are solved numerically. The advection equation is solved using the linear

remapping algorithm native to CICE (see [94] for a description of the algorithm).

Granular temperature is defined as an extra tracer dependent on ice concentration.

The evolution equation is solved in a new granular temperature module included

in the CICE model. The main subroutine of this module, the evolution equation

time-stepping, can be found in appendix A.3

4.2.3 Sensitivity of the granular temperature to the para-

meters

Some of the parameters in the granular temperature equation are difficult to

constrain from observations. Therefore a sensitivity analysis is carried out to

assess the effect of the parameter choice on the results. Considering only the

source and sink terms which have no spatial dependency, and also happen to be
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Table 4.4: Maximum granular temperature for different parameters: floe
size, coupling constant and restitution coefficient

Experiment1: Experiment 2: Experiment 3:
Floe size Wind and ocean stress fluctuation Restitution coefficient

coupling constant
Lf max GT F ′ max GT r max GT

(m) (m2/s2) (kg/(m2s2)) (m2/s2) (m2/s2)
300 1.620 1 0.810 0.1 1.620
1000 5.400 2 1.620 0.375 0.440

Luepkes 0.059 4 3.240

the most important ones from a scaling analysis [40], the steady-state equation to

solve is the following:

0 = AF ′
√
Gt −

0.25 ∗ strength
Lf

√
Gt −

rρ

s
G

3/2
t . (4.22)

This can be solved analytically, and since the granular temperature can not be

negative, the solution is:

Gt =
AF ′ − 0.25 ∗ strength/Lf

rρ/s
. (4.23)

There are two parameters in this granular temperature evolution equation: the

coupling constant F ′ between turbulent motion in ocean and atmosphere on

the one hand and turbulent motion in the sea ice on the other hand, and the

restitution r coefficient for the collisions. The mean floe size Lf is a variable which

is in principle known from observations, but there is no well-validated standard

parameterisation for use in sea ice models, so the sensitivity to the mean floe size

will be examined as well.

1). Floe size

The granular temperature has a strong dependency on the floe size Lf , with a

higher constant floe size resulting in a higher granular temperature (figure 4.1a).

This can be explained by the larger distances between large floes compared to

small floes at a given concentration. The larger distance results in less energy being

lost in collisions. If there is a dependency of the floe size on the ice concentration,

which is the case for the Luepkes parametrisation, there is also a shift in the ice
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(a) Granular temperature (b) Replacement pressure

Figure 4.1: Sensitivity of the granular temperature and replacement
pressure to the floe size. In figure b the solid coloured lines show the
effect of the floe size (constant 300 m, Luepkes parameterisation or a
concentration based parameterisation from a channel model simulation
with wave break-up) on the collisional pressure, the coloured lines with
crosses are the combined pressures. The granular temperature has a
strong dependency on the floe size. Collisional pressure can be much
higher in the MIZ than the EVP pressure.

concentration at which the maximum granular temperature occurs. Table 4.4

gives a list of the maximum granular temperatures for different floe sizes.

The combined rheology has a large increase in the replacement pressure at low ice

concentrations compared to the EVP replacement pressure, suggesting that the

rheology will mainly affect MIZ areas (figure 4.1b). The varying concentration

of maximum granular temperature means that the replacement pressure is not

always monotonically rising with ice concentration increase. Figure 4.2 shows that

floe size also has a big effect on the viscosities of the collisional rheology. However,

collisional viscosity is always negligible compared to the viscosities of the EVP

rheology, so that there is no sensitivity of the viscosities of the combined rheology

to the granular temperature parameters. Consequently, this will not be examined

for the other parameters.

2). Restitution coefficient

The restitution coefficient r has an approximately linear effect on the maximum

granular temperature (figure 4.3a and table 4.4). However, it does not influence

the maximum ice concentration at which there is granular temperature present.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: Sensitivity of the viscosities to the floe size. There is a
strong sensitivity of the collisional viscosities to the floe size, however
the collisional viscosities are always negligible compared to the EVP
viscosities.

Similarly there is no change in the ice concentration at which the maximum

replacement pressure is reached in the collisional rheology (figure 4.3b), the

restitution coefficient does have a large impact on the replacement pressure in the

combined rheology at MIZ ice concentrations.

3). Coupling constant

The maximum granular temperature depends almost linearly on the coupling

constant F ′ (figure 4.4a and table 4.4). A higher coupling constant also results in

ice of a higher concentration to have a positive granular temperature. Figure 4.4b

shows the very large effect of the coupling constant on the replacement pressure,

the range of which is the largest of all the parameter sensitivities examined in this

work.

4.2.4 Advantages and Limitations

The granular temperature as calculated here is more physically justified than the

constant granular temperature in Shen’s formulation. The collisional rheology

formulation uses the relative velocity of ice floes and assumes a random distribution

in the angle of the relative velocity. Ice floes are also assumed to be equal sized disks.

This means that the granular temperature and consequently collisional pressures

and viscosities should be zero once the close packed concentration (≈ 0.91) is

reached, since at this point a random relative motion between the floes is no longer
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(a) Granular temperature (b) Replacement pressure

Figure 4.3: Sensitivity of the granular temperature and replacement
pressure to the restitution coefficient. Line style meaning is as in figure
4.1. The restitution coefficient has an approximately linear effect on
granular temperature and collisional replacement pressure.

possible. Shen’s formulation uses a constant granular temperature, consequently

the granular temperature is not zero at the close packed concentration and this

condition is violated. Feltham’s formulation as used here has a varying granular

temperature, going to zero at high ice concentrations. The ice concentration at

which the granular temperature reaches zero depends on the parameters of the

evolution equation, as well as the floe size. The close packed concentration limit

can thus be used to constrain the parameters. The assumption of equal sized floes

does not hold in reality, which removes the close packed concentration condition

in a more realistic formulation. Consequently, in this case the concentration limit

can not be used anymore to constrain the parameters of the evolution equation.

The current granular temperature equation assumes equal sized floes, yet in the

simulations it is being used in combination with a floe size distribution. It would

therefore be more consistent to do away with the assumption of equal sized floes.

The coefficients of the granular rheology can be adapted to use various floe sizes if

the floe size distribution is known, as described in Lu et al. (1989) [96]. Consistent

with the strong sensitivity of the granular temperature to the floe size that was

found in this work, Lu et al. (1989) find that the ratio of large to small floes

in a binary FSD has a large effect on the resulting granular temperature and

can indeed change the granular temperature value by a factor 50 (see figure 8 of

Lu et al. (1989)[96]). Since the floe size distribution from wave breakup has a

known analytical expression, the appropriate granular rheology coefficients can be
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(a) Granular temperature (b) Replacement pressure

Figure 4.4: Sensitivity of the granular temperature and replacement
pressure to the coupling constant. Line style meaning is as in figure 4.1.
The coupling constant influences both the magnitude of the granular
temperature and the maximum concentration at which it is non-zero.
The coupling constant choice has the largest influence on the replacement
pressure magnitude of the three parameters examined.

calculated. These coefficients will be varying in space and time, as the floe size

distribution depends on the local ice concentration and maximum floe size.
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Chapter 5

Channel model results
The effects of rheology and wave break-up will first be examined in an idealised

channel model configuration to aid the analysis before changing to a realistic

setting. To distinguish between sea ice and ocean mechanisms, three different

set-ups are used in which the degree of coupling between ocean and sea ice is varied,

as discussed in section 3.3. In section 5.1 the combined rheology is examined in

an uncoupled version of the channel, also the effect of the model resolution on the

simulations is investigated. Section 5.2 moves to the thermodynamically coupled

channel. Finally, section 5.3 looks at the effect of floe size and rheology in a fully

coupled sea ice and ocean model, including energy input from waves into the

granular temperature. The significance of the findings will be further discussed in

chapter 7. Table 5.1 gives a list of the model runs used in this chapter, the label

evcp is used for combined rheology simulations in the table and figures.

5.1 Uncoupled channel model
To examine effects intrinsic to the sea ice, first a dynamically and thermodynam-

ically uncoupled set-up is used. There is no heat flux between ocean and sea ice,

preventing lateral melting of the ice, and all changes of ice thickness at the bottom

of the ice cover are suppressed. Within the sea ice model ocean velocities are set

to zero. Finally, the sea surface slope is set to a height difference of 3 m across

the domain, about the same as the slope occurring in a coupled setting. First a

simulation using the combined rheology is compared to a control run with EVP

rheology. This will be repeated at different resolutions to examine the convergence

of the solution. Finally the sensitivity of the solution to the parameters in the

combined rheology will be examined at an intermediate resolution.

Simulations with EVP (control run) and combined rheology (sensitivity run) are

run for 10 years with the 25 km resolution channel model. At the end of the runs

the ice cover is not fully in a steady state, the ice is still retreating after an initial

advance, at a rate of 25 km in 8 months. In the zonal direction the ice moves

at 9 cm/s, with a slight decrease in velocity close to the edge. In the meridional

direction it mostly moves northward, though part of the MIZ moves southward.
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Table 5.1: Model runs used in the channel results chapter

resolution simulations

12.5 km
EVP - EVCP -

uncoupled - uncoupled -
300 m floe size 300 m floe size

25 km

EVP - EVCP -
uncoupled - uncoupled -

300 m floe size 300 m floe size
EVCP

uncoupled
300 m floe size

λ x10
EVP - EVCP

thermodynamically coupled - thermodynamically coupled -
300 m floe size 300 m floe size

EVP - EVCP -
fully coupled - fully coupled -
300 m floe size 300 m floe size

EVCP -
fully coupled

varying floe size
EVCP -

fully coupled
varying floe size

wave surge

50 km
EVP - EVCP -

uncoupled - uncoupled -
300 m floe size 300 m floe size

100 km
EVP - EVCP -

uncoupled - uncoupled -
300 m floe size 300 m floe size
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Figure 5.1: Comparison between simulated granular temperature and
the analytical solution in the uncoupled channel model. The granular
temperature in the channel model follows the analytical solution almost
perfectly for a constant floe size (300 m).

From the simulation with combined rheology the granular temperature calculated

solving the full evolution equation can be compared to the analytical solution, as

discussed in chapter 4 (figure 5.1). In this simulation the full solution follows the

analytical solution almost perfectly, which means that the granular temperature

is set by local processes rather than advection. Figure 5.2 shows a cross-section

through the ice cover of the granular temperature and its sources and sinks.

The main source of energy is the turbulence in ocean and atmospheric stress, as

expected from the scale analysis of the evolution equation. Internal stress is a

very small contribution either way, hence it does not show up in the figure. Of

the main sinks of energy, the collisions between floes turn out to be the most

important energy loss. Rubbing between floes is an energy sink that becomes

larger as the ice concentration increases and the point at which it overtakes the

collisions as main energy sink coincides with the upper MIZ limit.
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Figure 5.2: Cross section of granular temperature with sources and sinks
in the uncoupled channel model. The green area denotes the MIZ. The
main sink of TKE are the collisions between floes, which also dominate
in the MIZ. In the pack ice the rubbing between floes is the largest sink
of energy.

Comparing the ice concentration in the control run and sensitivity run shows that

using the combined rheology causes a wider MIZ (figure 5.3). This is caused by a

higher internal stress in the MIZ causing the ice cover to spread out.

5.1.1 Resolution effect

To test the convergence of the combined rheology (i.e. the result is independent

of resolution), the model is run at different resolutions and the width of the MIZ

with combined rheology is compared to the EVP model. The simulation is run at

resolutions of 12.5 km, 25 km, 50 km and 100 km (see figure 5.4). At 100 km and

50 km resolution both rheologies have equal MIZ widths, saturating at 300 km at

50 km resolution. If the resolution is increased further, the MIZ width of EVP

rheology gets progressively smaller. Combined rheology has an MIZ width of 300

km independent of resolution for a resolution of 50 km or higher. It appears the
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(a) Comparison between ice concentrations

(b) Comparison between internal stress in the cross
edge direction

Figure 5.3: Dependency of the ice concentration on rheology in the
uncoupled model. The combined rheology (blue curve labelled evcp)
causes an increase in MIZ width compared to the EVP rheology.
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Figure 5.4: Dependency of the MIZ width on resolution for EVP and
Combined rheology in the uncoupled model. For a resolution of 50 km
or higher the combined rheology MIZ width is independent of resolution,
while with EVP rheology the MIZ goes with down as the resolution gets
higher.

EVP rheology can not sustain an MIZ at high resolutions due to a missing source

of pressure resulting in too little dispersal.

5.1.2 Sensitivity to the diffusion coefficient

There is one parameter in the granular temperature evolution equation that has not

been discussed in section 4.2.3 which examined the sensitivity to the parameters

in an analytical solution of the equation. This parameter is the constant λ in the

diffusion term. A simulation has been made increasing the standard value tenfold.

The resulting change in granular temperature was found to be insignificant, see

figure 5.5.

5.2 Thermodynamically coupled channel model

To examine thermodynamic effects, but excluding any dynamic interaction with

the ocean, a thermodynamically coupled channel model is used. In a thermody-
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Figure 5.5: Sensitivity of the granular temperature to the diffusion
constant λ in the uncoupled channel model simulation. Increasing
λ by a factor of ten has a negligible effect on the resulting granular
temperature.

namically coupled channel a MIZ can additionally to intrinsic sea ice effects be

created by a gradient in ocean temperature resulting in sea ice bottom and lateral

melting. Using variable floe size from wave break-up can further increase this

effect by adding an extra gradient, increasing the proportion of lateral melting

close to the ice edge. Restricting ourselves to constant floe sizes, it can be seen in

figure 5.6 that the simulation with EVP rheology again has a narrow MIZ. The

simulation with combined rheology again has a wider MIZ. In this simulation

there is a melting back of the ice cover, keeping the ice edge in almost the same

position. The position of the ice edge could be dictated by the ocean temperature.

5.3 Fully coupled channel model

In a fully coupled set-up dynamical interaction of the sea ice with the ocean

allows for more ways to create a MIZ. One possibility, which occurs when using

variable floe size, is an overturning cell under the ice edge. The effect of this on

the ice concentration can be seen in figure 5.7, showing a simulation with the
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Figure 5.6: Dependency of the ice concentration on rheology in the
thermodynamically coupled model. The combined rheology causes an
increase in MIZ width compared to the simulation with EVP rheology.

12.5 km resolution model. Ocean velocity in the MIZ region increases both in the

meridional direction (signature of the overturning cell) and in the zonal direction.

Concurrently there is an up to 13% increase in the sea ice velocities. This mostly

happens in the meridional velocity, but also the along ice edge velocity increases.

The mechanism behind this is a decreasing stress on the ocean in the northward

direction because of the decreasing ice concentration. This causes a positive curl

of the surface stress, which in the southern hemisphere forces downwelling due to

Ekman convergence (see figure 5.8). There are no overturning cells causing ice

edge jets in simulations with constant floe size, a possible reason for this is the

extra gradient in lateral melting with variable floe size, which imposes an extra

gradient in the ice concentration. Ice edge jets are also observed in nature, for

example the signature of oceanic jets has also been detected in the SSH field from

Envisat radar altimeter data. The corresponding estimated jet speed was in excess

of 0.15 m/s [19], this is consistent with the speed of circa 0.18 m/s in the present

simulations (figure 5.7). A possible cause for the ice edge jets are atmospheric

jets (see Heorton et al. (2014) [59]), here they occur without imposing jets either

in the atmospheric forcing or in the ocean velocities, which are evolving freely.
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Figure 5.9 compares the ice concentration in the simulation with variable floe

size and combined rheology and the control run (with 300 m floe size and EVP

rheology) for different resolutions. It shows the increasing effect of the new

physics at increasing resolution, especially the melting back of the ice cover, the

plateau in the ice concentrations caused by the overturning cell also becomes

more pronounced. To calculate MIZ width in the coupled model is more difficult

than in the uncoupled model because the ice concentration does not reach values

well above the 80% concentration limit that was used before. Instead we look

at the floe size characteristics. The broken up sea ice in the simulations occurs

to a concentration limit of about 60%, hence this upper limit will be used to

define the MIZ. In the 25 km resolution simulations the control run MIZ width is

25 km vs. 75 km for the full simulation. In the 12.5 km resolution channel the

values are 37.5 km and 87.5 km respectively. In both cases the full physics causes

substantially wider marginal ice zones, but the exact values depend on the chosen

MIZ limits. There is no convergence of the MIZ width with resolution, but since

after the 10 years of the simulation the ocean has not reached a steady state yet

it is not expected there would be.

5.3.1 Wave surge effect on the granular temperature

A floe in a wave field exhibits surge, which is a back and forth movement in the

direction of the wave propagation. This causes no net motion of the floe if it was

not moving initially, but it increases the granular temperature. The energy input

can be calculated from the surge amplitude [184] (see also appendix B.1). Making

the long wavelength approximation, which means the floe does not influence the

wave, the granular temperature source is:

ws =
4a2

w

P 2
w

coth2

(
2πH

λw

)
, (5.1)

with aw the wave amplitude, Pw the wave period, λw the wave length and H the

water depth. This energy source has been added to the granular temperature

calculation and a 10 year long simulation been made, which can be compared to

the simulation including waves to calculate the floe size, but standard granular

temperature. From figure 5.10a it can be seen that the wave surge increases

the granular temperature at the ice edge, as can be expected, making the local

maximum in granular temperature about the same as the overall maximum.
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Figure 5.7: Ice concentration and sea ice and ocean velocities in a
channel model simulation with variable floe size. In figure (b) the colour
indicates the physical component, the line-style distinguishes between
the velocity components. An overturning cell develops under the ice
edge, resulting in ice edge jets.
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Figure 5.8: Ocean stress curl and vertical velocity in a channel model
simulation with variable floe size. Decreasing ice concentration going
north results in a positive ocean stress curl driving Ekman downwelling.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of ice concentration between full simulation
and control run in the coupled model at 12.5 km and 25 km resolution.
Colour indicates the physics used; line-style shows the resolution of the
simulation. The new physics cause a large meltback of the sea ice cover;
the plateau in the ice concentrations is a signature of an overturning
cell under the ice edge.

5.3.2 Uncoupled versus fully coupled channel: effect of

the rheology

The different channel model configurations have shown very different results for

the uncoupled and thermodynamically coupled simulations on the one side and

the fully coupled simulations on the other side. The first ones had a clear increase

in MIZ width due to the combined rheology, while the latter showed no influence

of the rheology at all. To investigate this further we examine the total momentum

balance. Figure 5.11 shows the relative size of the different terms of the momentum

balance in a meridional cross section of the channel for the uncoupled and the fully

coupled simulation, both with combined rheology. There is a striking difference

in the relative magnitude of the internal stress and the oceanic drag terms in

the two simulations. In the uncoupled simulation the internal stress is the third

largest term (order 10−2 N/m) and the oceanic drag is negligible except for close
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(a) Difference in granular temperature when including
wave surge.

(b) Sources and sinks of granular temperature including wave
surge.

Figure 5.10: Effect of wave surge on granular temperature with energy
sources and sinks. Wave surge adds and extra energy source close to
the ice edge resulting in an increase of the local granular temperature.
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(a) Uncoupled simulation (b) Coupled simulation

Figure 5.11: Merdional momentum balance of the combined rheology
simulations

to the ice edge. In the fully coupled simulation on the other hand the internal

stress term is small, but the ocean drag term is comparable to the tilt force and

only the Coriolis force is clearly larger. The reason for this changed balance can

be found in the motion of the sea ice. In the uncoupled simulation the sea ice is

moving very slowly, with a static ocean from the point of view of the sea ice this

will result in very little ocean drag. In the fully coupled channel model the sea ice

moves much faster, it also moves substantially faster than the ocean below, which

results in and ocean drag. In the zonal direction atmospheric drag is balanced by

oceanic drag, with internal stress being very small (order 10−3 N/m), see figure

5.12. Given the unimportance of the internal stress in the fully coupled channel

model, it can be expected after all that the combined rheology has no appreciable

effect in this setting.

5.4 Summary

A number of different experiments have been performed in the channel model.

In the uncoupled set up the sensitivity to the resolution has been tested. It was

found the combined rheology converges towards high resolutions, while the EVP

rheology does not. As present day climate models used for the IPCC assessments

are run at higher resolution, the lack of convergence of the EVP rheology is a

concern. The sensitivity to the diffusion parameter has also been examined in the

uncoupled channel and found to be negligible. Therefore the standard value has

been used for all subsequent simulations. The thermodynamic channel model was
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(a) Uncoupled simulation (b) Coupled simulation

Figure 5.12: Zonal momentum balance of the combined rheology
simulations

found to behave the same as the uncoupled one in terms of MIZ width. Finally,

the fully coupled channel model exhibited no sensitivity to the rheology in contrast

to the uncoupled and thermodynamically coupled ones. It was concluded this is

caused by relative importance of the internal stress and oceanic drag terms in the

momentum balance: in the fully coupled channel model the internal stress term is

not important.
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Chapter 6

Global model results
In this chapter results from the ORCA1-CICE global model are presented. Firstly

the control simulation will be validated in section 6.1. In section 6.2 the new

variables, floe size and granular temperature, will be examined from the model and

validated. Section 6.3 will investigate the impacts of the FSD and the combined

rheology on sea ice and ocean. Finally, the effect of wave mixing is studied in

section 6.4. The significance of the findings will be further discussed in chapter 7.

Table 6.1 lists the model simulations used in this chapter.

Table 6.1: Model runs used in the global results chapter

Floe size distribution and combined rheology simulations
control run: FSD only:

EVP - EVP -
300 m floe size evolving floe size

rheology only: full physics:
combined rheoloy - combined rheology -

300 m floe size evolving floe size

Wave mixing
standard formulation: new formulation:

GLS case 2 modelled wave height
(parameterisation with wave

age)

6.1 Validation

6.1.1 Sea ice area, volume and extent

Before examining the effect of the rheology and floe size distribution, the standard

run, with EVP rheology and a constant mean floe size of 300m, is validated. The

aim is to assess whether the model realistically simulated the present state of the

sea ice cover. Also there may be spin-up effects in the model run and it needs to

be checked whether equilibrium has been reached within the run length of ten
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years. Firstly, the time series of area and extent are compared with the NSIDC

observations, including the seasonal cycle [145]. Then, the simulated Arctic sea

ice volume is validated against the PIOMAS dataset and finally the modelled

Antarctic sea ice volume is validated using the GIOMAS data [186].

It may take up to about 6 years to reach equilibrium thickness when simulations

are initialised from ice free conditions [167]. However, in the simulation after the

first two years there is little change in the integral sea ice parameters, so a 2 year

spin-up is deemed long enough for sea ice to achieve a quasi-equilibrium state (see

figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3). The spin-up period is excluded from the seasonal cycle

assessment. The initial conditions for the sea ice cover (see 3.2) seem to match

reasonably well the real conditions, shortening the spin-up period.

The simulated Arctic sea ice concentration follows the observations very well

(figure 6.1a), except that in late spring and early summer the model ice area is

approx. 0.8 million square kilometres too high, however the values are still mostly

within one standard deviation of the observed mean. The model sea ice extent is

significantly too low in winter (about 10% lower than the observations) (figure

6.1b), but the volume is within one standard deviation of the simulation. Overall,

the simulated seasonal maximum and minimum of the Arctic sea ice area (March

and September respectively) and volume (April and September respectively) are

consistent with the observed seasonal cycles and are within one standard deviation

of the mean observed values (figures 6.1a and 6.3a). The simulated minimum of

the sea ice extent is in September, in agreement with observations. However, the

simulated maximum extent occurs in March, one month earlier than in reality.

Antarctic sea ice area in the simulation is too high (figure 6.2a). The difference

between the modelled and observed ice area at the maximum in September is

almost 5 million square kilometres, but it halves at the time of minimum area in

February. In terms of extent the model also overestimates for most of the year,

but the discrepancy is less (figure 6.2b). A possible reason for this excess of sea

ice is the resolution of the model, which is too low to be eddy permitting. Eddies

transport warm water southward through the Antarctic Circumpolar Current,

so the absence of eddies in low resolution models can produce a cold bias in the

upper ocean, inhibiting sea ice melting. Comparing the ORCA1 results with the

quarter of a degree resolution eddy-admitting GO5 and GO6 simulations shows a
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(a) Area (b) Extent

Figure 6.1: Comparison of Arctic sea ice area and extent in the control
simulation to the validation data. Here and in the following figures the
dashed lines in the bottom panel indicate the standard deviation. Arctic
area and extent are mostly consistent with observations, only sea ice
extent in winter is too low.

reduction in the Antarctic sea ice extent in all seasons in the higher resolution

simulations (see [105] and Storkey et al., in preparation - personal communication).

Finally, the Antarctic sea ice volume has a seasonal cycle that is smaller than

observed (figure 6.3b). There is excessive sea ice volume in summer and low sea

ice volume in winter. Going into winter the sea ice is growing too slowly, not

reaching the GIOMAS volume (the model bias is circa 10%). This could point

out a problem with new ice formation, specifically in the MIZ (further discussed

in the next section).

6.1.2 Stroeve et al. (2016) sea ice categories

It can be expected that the new physics included in the model will be of more

importance in some provinces of the sea ice cover than others i.e. in the marginal

ice zone. Therefore it is useful to assess whether the marginal ice zone in the

model is realistic. One method which gives more information than the bulk

area and extent is to divide the ice cover into different ice categories. This is

done by Stroeve et. al. (2016) for the Southern Ocean, using ice concentration

observations from satellite [146]. There is concentration data available using two

different algorithms: NASA team and Bootstrap; both are used in the paper. Here

we compare with the ice category information calculated with the NASA team
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(a) Area (b) Extent

Figure 6.2: Comparison of Antarctic sea ice area and extent in the
control simulation to the validation data. Antarctic sea ice area an
extent are too high in the model compared to observations, this could
be caused by the relatively low resolution of the model.

algorithm ice concentration data, which was also used for the validation of total

sea ice concentration and extent.

There are 5 ice categories in this framework: outer MIZ, pack ice, inner polynya,

inner open water and open pack ice. The outer MIZ has ice concentration between

15% and 80% and borders the ice edge, which is defined as 15% ice concentration

because of observational limits. Pack ice is everything above 80% ice concentration

and an inner (coastal) polynya is an area with ice concentration below 80% adjacent

to the coast. The other categories are defined as lying within others, inner open

water has <15% ice concentration lying south of the sea ice edge and open pack ice

has 15% to 80% concentration lying within the pack ice. A different algorithm has

been used to determine the ice categories in this project than for the validation

data. Here we have made use of a capability in MATLAB to find objects and

holes in binary images1. After an initial basic categorisation of regions solely

based on ice concentration a more advanced classification is done based on the

presence of sea ice patches in combined masks to deal with the dependency of

some ice categories on their surroundings. There might be some discrepancies

in categorising. For instance, in Stroeve et. al. (2016) some areas have been

1The MATLAB function bwboudaries finds objects (having non zero value) in binary images
and holes (of zero value) within these with an arbitrary recursion depth. It also gives information
on which objects are located within other objects.
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(a) Arctic (b) Antarctic

Figure 6.3: Comparison of the sea ice volume in the control simulation to
the validation data. Arctic sea ice volume is consistent with observations.
The seasonal cycle in the Antarctic sea ice volume is too small, ice is
growing too slow, reaching the maximum volume a month too late.

categorised as open pack ice, while not wholly lying within a pack ice region

[146]. Also there remains some confusion between polynyas and other low ice

concentration categories in both algorithms. In this project an upper limit has

been set to the size of polynyas, or rather to their boundary, of 100 grid cells,

which in itself is an arbitrary limit.

The seasonal cycle of the extent of the different ice categories can now be compared.

One caveat is the time frame of the model and observations: the observational

data covers the 1979 – 2013 period, whereas the model covers the 2000 – 2009

period and has been detrended, in contrast to the observational data. The seasonal

cycle of the pack ice area is quite similar in model and observations, although the

maximum extent is 60% larger (see figure 6.4). The MIZ extent however is very

different. The minimum extent in the model is reached 1 – 2 months too late and

where the MIZ in observations soon starts increasing linearly, the MIZ extent in

the model remains flat until October, at which point it starts increasing rapidly

and peaks at a higher relative extent than in observations.

A likely cause for the large error in the MIZ seasonal cycle is missing physics in

the model. One thing that comes to mind immediately is the treatment of new

ice in the model, since the problem mainly happens in the growing season. A

related issue is the absence of pancake ice in the model, which is very prevalent in
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(a) Observations, using the NASA team
algorithm [146] (b) Model

Figure 6.4: Comparison of seasonal evolution of ice extent of different
ice categories in the model and from observations. The seasonal cycle of
the pack ice in the model is quite similar to observations, but the linear
increase in MIZ extent during the year seen in observations is missing in
the model. Maximum MIZ extent in the model does occur at the right
time of year. Please note the different vertical scale of the plots.

the Southern Ocean. It seems less likely that the error is caused by the pack ice

not being melted or broken up into an MIZ, since the seasonal cycle of the pack

ice does seem realistic. The underestimation of the less prevalent ice categories

could be due to the relatively low resolution of the model and the forcing data.

This limits the local variability, such as wind gusts that could open up the pack

ice. The underestimation of the Southern Ocean could have adverse effects on the

sensitivity of the simulation to the new processes as the total area they affect will

be too low, assuming the effects are mainly confined to the MIZ.

6.1.3 Sea ice drift

The sea ice drift dataset of Cersat at Ifremer provides observations of sea ice

drift for most of the year, except for in summer [53]. Winter has the best data

coverage so we will use a December field to compare with the model. December

2008 has been chosen as an example. Figure 6.5 shows the observed and simulated

ice velocities for this month. Compared to the observations the velocities in

the model are lower on average: in the Canada basin and Eurasian basin the
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(a) Observations (b) Model

Figure 6.5: Comparison of simulated sea ice drift with observations.
The simulated velocities are lower than the observed sea ice velocities,
however the drift pattern is the same.

model velocity is about 30% lower, the sea ice velocity in the southern Beaufort

Sea is even 60% lower (for the definition of the regions see section 6.1.5). In

the Barents Sea the model has higher sea ice velocities, but the difference falls

within the standard deviation which is quite large in this case. There is also little

observational information in this region. The ice drift pattern, however, is almost

the same, only the Beaufort Gyre centre is a bit offset. The model has not been

tuned for the sea ice velocities, but for concentration extent and thickness. It is

possible that the changes to the drag coefficient and sea ice roughness (both were

decreased) have a negative effect on the sea ice velocities.

6.1.4 Sea surface height

Sea surface height (SSH) is an interesting quantity to validates as it gives inform-

ation on ocean currents, SSH gradients drive barotropic flow, and ocean currents

are hard to get measurements on. Observations are taken from Armitage et al.

(2016), which provides the mean dynamic ocean topography (DOT), defined as

the difference of the sea surface height relative to the geoid height [14]. For the

model simulation the mean sea surface height over the Arctic was subtracted

(0.96 m) to get an anomaly equivalent to the DOT. The overall pattern of the

sea surface height from satellite observations and from the simulation is the same.
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Figure 6.6: Mean sea surface height anomaly from the model and from
observations in the Arctic. a) Average ssh anomaly for 2002-2009 in
the simulation with the barotropic stream function overlay in green. b)
DOT for 2003-2014 from Envisat and CryoSat-2 [14].

The Beaufort Gyre in the model is offset and not as pronounced in the model as in

observations. SSH on Siberian shelf is very similar in the model and observations.

The negative SSH anomaly in the Beaufort Sea is too large in the model and not

pronounced enough in the East Greenland Sea. Finally, the SSH gradient in the

Davis Strait and Baffin Bay is stronger in the model, which means the currents

here might be too strong. The green overlay in figure 6.6a is the barotropic

streamfunction, calculated from the vertically averaged velocity. The barotropic

streamfunction only accounts for the flow driven by the volume distribution of

water, differences with the SSH field are caused by density driven flow, which

in the simulation occurs in the Nordic Seas and in the part of the Arctic most

influenced by Atlantic inflow.

6.1.5 Mixed layer depth

A final interesting quantity to validate for the ocean model is the mixed layer

depth. For this the control of the wave mixing simulations is used, as it is expected

there might be a sensitivity. The validation will be done for different regions of

the Arctic separately, as the mixed layer depth varies spatially. For the validation
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data we use Peralta-Ferriz et al. (2015) and overlay the model mixed layer depth

on figure 6 [118]. The regions of the Arctic are defined as: southern Beaufort Sea

between 68 – 72◦N and 120 – 155◦W, the Canada Basin between 72 – 84◦N and

130 – 155◦W, the Eurasian Basin ranging from 82 – 90◦N between 30 – 140◦E and

78 – 82◦N between 110 – 140◦E and finally the Barents Sea, defined as ranging

from 75 – 80◦N between 15 – 60◦E, and 67 – 75◦N between 15 – 55◦E. Figure 6.7

shows the comparison of the mixed layer depths. In the Barents Sea there is a

large difference in MLD for ice covered and ice free regions, so those are treated

separately. The other three regions are mostly ice covered throughout the year, so

we will examine the MLD without separating ice covered from ice free gridcells.

In all regions the model follows the broad seasonal cycle with more shallow MLD

in summer and deeper MLD in winter that is also seen in observations. In the

southern Beaufort Sea the seasonal cycle of the model is less pronounced than in

observations, however the model value is not outside of the standard deviation

except for in January. Both in December and January there is very little or no

data, so it is unclear how significant the bias is. The MLD in the Canada Basin

has similar problems; there is a shallowing of the mixed layer depth in December-

January in the observations that is not seen in the model. In the Barents Sea

both the ice free and ice covered part have mixed layer depth consistent with

observations, except for the ice free part in June, when the MLD shoals more

rapidly in the model than in observations.

Concerning the Eurasian Basin the model has mixed layer depth that is quite

shallow whole year, but mostly consistent with observations. The model is missing

the deepening of the MLD in March – April, the MLD is also quite deep at this

time — the average is 70 m — this could mean a problem with the stratification

or watermasses rather than a surface process. It should be noted that there is

a very large spread in the MLD observations at this time, so that the model is

within the observational range. Sea ice drift in the Eurasian Basin is quite fast,

but it is underestimated in the model (see section 6.1.3). Mixing can be caused

by moving sea ice, especially when it is rough. The model does not explicitly

account for this, which is a possible reason MLD is too shallow. Another thing to

point out is the difference in time period of the model and the observations. The

observations range from 1979 to 2012 while the model is run for the years 2000 –
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2009. Most of the Arctic has MLD shoaling over time and the Eurasian Basin

region has in fact the strongest shoaling trend in winter (November to May).

6.2 New variables

6.2.1 Floe sizes

Model results

The mean floe sizes from the simulation can be compared to the standard value

of 300 m and the floe size parametrisation by Luepkes, which is used in the form

drag formulation (figure 6.8)[98, 157]. The mean floe size in the simulations is

always much lower than the standard floe size of 300 m. The maximum mean floe

size attained is around 225 m, which is ultimately caused by the choice of having

an upper limit of 1000 m for the maximum floe size. This choice is quite arbitrary,

but is though to be representative of the floe size in the pack ice. The comparison

with the Luepkes parametrisation shows that this parametrisation underestimates

the floe size, especially for the higher ice concentrations.

There is a pronounced seasonal cycle in the floe sizes in the simulation. In

the Arctic in summer there is very little spread in floe sizes as function of ice

concentration (figure 6.8). In winter floe size for a given ice concentration can

vary by 100s of percents, especially for the higher ice concentrations. The spread

in winter and spring is largely caused by wave break-up, which can be seen from

the floe size moving into the space between the red curves. The lower red curve

denotes the limit of 20 m below which floes do not break up due to wave bending.

The upper red curve shows the possible maximum mean floe sizes at a given

ice concentration and reflects the FSD. The method to calculate the mean floe

size from the maximum floe size calculates the floe size distribution due to wave

break-up from the maximum floe size, without including thermodynamics. The

method was developed by Dumont et al. 2012 and modified by Williams et al.

2013 to improve the numerical efficiency [38, 178]. The seasonal cycle in the floe

sizes can be explained because there are more storms in winter. Around October

most of the floe sizes are above the wave break-up limit: this is a signal of the

Arctic starting to freeze up. The model calculates the increased mean floe size

using a set refreezing rate of open water between the floes, see section . In the

Antarctic (not shown) there is a similar seasonal cycle, though even in summer
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there is some wave break-up happening. This can be attributed to the general

higher wave activity in the Southern Ocean.

Validation of the floe size

Fram Strait Since the Luepkes parametrisation is based on floe size data it is

appropriate to check whether the model reproduces the observations in the region

of interest. The measurements used for the parametrisation are from the Fram

Strait region and were made during two experiments: REFLEX I in 1991 between

mid September and mid October, and REFLEX II between the end of February

and the end of March 1993 [57, 83]. A number of flights were carried out and

photographs taken of the ice cover allowing for calculation of the floe sizes. The

simulations used in this project are for the 2000 – 2009 time period and hence do

not cover the times of the observations. Here we have chosen to use the last year

of the simulation for comparison. The comparison with a longer simulation with

a previous formulation of the FSD reconstruction covering the 1979 – 2015 period

offers the same view.

The parametrisation should represent an annual mean, rather than a specific

season, but since the simulation shows a significant seasonal cycle in the mean floe

size, it will be compared to the specific months in the model. Figures 6.9a and

6.9b show the comparisons for September and March respectively. In September

the Luepkes parametrisation is very different to the simulation, with floe sizes in

the simulation being too high. October offers much the same picture (not shown).

However, there is a lot of variation in the measured floe sizes and the discrepancy

between the model floe sizes and the observations of a particular flight can be much

lower than with the parametrisation. Figure 6.9a show the observations from the

flight on 22 September 1991. For the lowest ice concentrations the observations

and the simulation are in agreement, while the Luepkes parameterisation has a

much lower floe size. The observations also show a substantial difference between

MIZ and pack ice floe sizes. In the MIZ floe size is quite constant for different

ice concentrations, while in the pack ice a large range of floe sizes occurs at a

given concentration, broken and unbroken ice. In the simulation in the pack ice

the sea ice is unbroken, we are indeed missing the mechanisms that cause ice

fragmentation in the pack ice e.g. large scale shear and lead opening.
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An important caveat in comparing the model results to observations is the different

definition of floe sizes. In the simulation the mean floe size is used, which is

calculated from the number distribution. The characteristic floe size reported in

the observations is in fact the mode of the area density distribution rather then

the mean; the mode can be significantly smaller than mean for a power law like

distribution and also the shape of the floes leads to an underestimation. The

model is thus not unrealistic. A possible cause for systematic overprediction of

the floe size in autumn in the simulation is the crude formulation of the floe size

assigned to newly formed ice and connected to this the absence of pancake ice

in the model. In March the parametrisation does fit the simulation rather well,

which suggests that the wave breaking mechanism is simulated well, provided

that the floe size definition does not affect the results too much. The Fram Strait

region is here taken as lying between 75◦N – 85◦N and 20◦W – 10◦E, but the

results are not qualitatively sensitive to the chosen longitudes.

Sea of Okhotsk Floe size observations are also available in the Sea of Okhotsk

[154]. On the 11 February 2003 observations were made from a ship, a helicopter

and the Landsat satellite of the same area in the southern part of the Sea of

Okhotsk, which allows for a large range of floe size scales. The resulting cumulative

floe size distribution is shown in figure 6.10. The observations can be compared

to the model, taking the same month, but extending the region to include the

whole sea in order to have enough data points. The cFSD in the model is mostly

higher than in the observations, but is close to the Landsat observations slope

with α = 1.87, which forms the large floe size end of the distribution. In these

observations the power law flattens out for small floe sizes, reported as a change in

power law slope, while our floe size distribution is defined with a single slope for

all floe sizes that only depends on ice concentration. The very steep slope in the

model distribution at the large floe size end is caused by the imposed maximum

floe size in the model (1000m), which is too small compared to observations.

6.2.2 Granular temperature

Granular temperature with fixed floe size

In the case of constant floe sizes one can compare the granular temperature in

the model with the analytical solution to the granular temperature evolution

equation (equation 4.23). The analytical solution is the steady state solution and
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(a) Simulation September 2009, observations from flight on 22
September 1991, data courtesy of Jörg Hartmann

(b) March 2009

Figure 6.9: Comparison of the mean floe size in the Fram Strait region
between the model, the Luepkes parameterisation and observations. The
model is close to observations in March, but not in September. This
migth be caused the newly formed ice parameterisation in the model.
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model

Figure 6.10: Comparison of the cumulative floe size distribution in the
Sea of Okhotsk between the model (in red) and observations, adapted
from Toyota et al. [154]. The model follows the slope of the Landsat
observations.

the highest possible granular temperature value when only considering the main

sources and sinks of energy. The granular temperature values in the simulation

can differ due to advection and minor sources and sinks. Figure 6.11 shows that

simulated granular temperature values lie indeed within the maximum limits,

except for the very smallest ice concentrations and part of the pack ice. However

from around 40 percent to about 70 percent ice concentration the maximum is

never reached, while it was reached in the channel model simulations (see e.g.

figure 5.1 ).

There is a substantial seasonal variation in granular temperature values, both in

magnitude and in how closely the analytical solution is followed. Examining the

Arctic, from October to December the granular temperature is predominantly

low and for the rest of the winter there is large variation in values. In late spring

through to September there is a much higher dependency of the granular on ice

concentration, with higher granular temperatures close to the maximum. The

arches seen in the lowest values in October are reminiscent of the evolution of

analytical simulations and suggest that the granular temperature is not fully

developed into a steady state. Parametrisation of the granular temperature

using the analytical solution of the equation would substantially overestimate the

granular temperature for the winter months, exaggerating the possible effects of

collisional rheology and mixing caused by the floe movements.
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Granular temperature with evolving floe size

Given the large dependency of the granular temperature on the floe size, larger

variations in granular temperature can be expected than in the constant floe case.

Examining the geographical variation in the simulation shows that high values of

the granular temperature are still confined to the MIZ, though there are some

significant values in the pack ice (see figure 6.12).

Plotting granular temperature against ice concentration, again there is a distinct

seasonal cycle in the granular temperature values. In the Antarctic summer

granular temperature values are higher than in winter, especially in the 60% to

80% concentration range. Consequently the concentration at which the granular

temperature peaks also changes through the year. In April to June there is

little dependency of the granular temperature on the ice concentration altogether,

except for low values for the highest concentration and some intensification for

intermediate concentrations. In December and January the greatest dependency

on ice concentration occurs, with the granular temperature peaking at around 65%

ice concentration. This closer relation is largely due to the strong dependency of

the mean floe size on ice concentration in summer. In the Arctic there is a similar

seasonal cycle, though granular temperature values in autumn are somewhat lower

than for the Antarctic.

Validation of the granular temperature

Buoy trajectories There is little data on the granular temperature, but ice

buoy trajectories do offer some information. The granular temperature is the

variance of the buoy trajectories and this has been calculated by Rampal et al.

for buoy trajectories mainly in the pack ice over winter [121]. To calculate the

variance of the velocities the total velocity of the buoy is divided into a mean part

and a fluctuating part. The mean is calculated by averaging, so the difference with

the total velocity is then the fluctuation velocity u′. The variance can consequently

be calculated as

< u′
2
>=< u′2x (t) + u′2y (t) > . (6.1)

There are buoy observations for two time periods, 1979 – 2011 and 2007 – 2010,

both from the International Arctic Buoy Program (IABP). A comparison is then

made to simulated buoy trajectories from model simulations with neXtSIM and

TOPAZ for the 2007 – 2011 dataset. The geographical region is north of 70◦N,
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Figure 6.12: Granular temperature field from the simulation with
evolving floe sizes. MIZ edges are indicated in pink. High values
of the granular temperature are confined to the MIZ, in the pack ice a
significant granular temperature magnitude occurs in some areas.

increasing to 80◦N between 20◦W and 100◦E; winter is defined as the period from

1 November to 15 May. The resulting granular temperature values are around

0.01 m2/s2 (see table 6.2).

The average granular temperature in the present configuration can be calculated

for the same region, defining winter as the period from 1 November to 1 May

because of the output frequency of the simulation. The simulation with evolving

floe sizes will be used, since it should be the more realistic one considering the large

effect of the floe size on the granular temperature. From table 6.3 it can be seen

that the calculated granular temperature is two orders of magnitude lower than the

observations, with some interannual variability. This is most likely caused by the

different time scale of the observations and the model. The buoy measurements

are taken at a 12 hour frequency [121]. To separate the velocity fluctuations

from the mean ice drift a timescale of 250 days is used. This means the buoy

data include a tidal signature and has the influence of different weather patterns

along the trajectory, things which are not part of the granular temperature in
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our definition and which increase the variability of the velocity, resulting in a

high granular temperature. The granular temperature in the model represent

fluctuations in the velocity of an ice cover with the mean velocity calculated at

1-hourly intervals.

Table 6.2: Granular temperature from buoy track observations and
virtual buoy simulations. Adapted from Rampal et al. [121]

Source Period Granular temperature (m2/s2)
IABP 1979-2011 0.0079
IABP 2007-2011 0.0088

neXtSIM 2007-2011 0.0068
TOPAZ 2007-2011 0.012

Table 6.3: Granular temperature from the simulation for the same region
and time of year as the buoy track data.

winter Granular temperature (m2/s2)
2002-2003 2.9452e-4
2003-2004 4.6483e-4
2004-2005 3.5091e-4
2005-2006 4.7321e-4
2006-2007 3.4013e-4
2007-2008 6.1000e-4
2008-2009 2.0984e-4

Accelerometer data A second possibility to get granular temperature data

is to use accelerometer data. We will use two different sources of data, for two

different regions.

The Sea Ice Mechanics Initiative (SIMI) experiment was conducted in 1993 – 1994

in the Beaufort Sea [115]. Accelerometer measurements were taken in November

1993 on a roughly circular sea ice floe with a diameter of about 3 kilometres

located in the pack ice, a few 100 km away from the ice edge [8, 9]. The measuring

frequency was 2 Hz and the accelerometer has an resolution of 5e-5 m/s2. Two

time series are considered, one of them is shown in figure 6.14. To separate mean

ice drift from pulsations the smoothed signal has been subtracted from the data.

Integrating the accelerations and taking the square of the resulting velocities gives
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Figure 6.14: Fluctuation velocities from SIMI accelerometer data. The
fluctuation velocity is very nonuniform and reaches a value of almost
0.035 m2/s2 (data source: [8, 9]).

the granular temperature. This quantity is highly variable and changes over very

short timescales over the timespan of the measurements which is less than a day.

The average granular temperatures of the two timeseries are 4.9641e-4 m2/s2 and

2.6470e-4 m2/s2. This can be compared to the pack ice granular temperature

calculated from the model given in table 6.3. The average granular temperature of

the model is (3.9192 ± 1.3322)e-4 m2/s2. The observed granular temperature falls

within the range of the model values, which means the model is giving realistic

results.

The second source of accelerometer data is the CEAREX experiment, which was

collected between end of October and end of November 1988 [102]. A ship was

frozen into the ice northeast of Svalbard and accelerometers installed on two

nearby ice floes. No ice concentration information is given, but it is said there

was no ocean swell present. During the last twenty days of the drift experiment

the ice cover started breaking up and during the last two days a granular flow
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was observed, characteristic of MIZ conditions. The acceleration was measured

for 14 min at a time every hour, but has some data gaps. The accelerometer

data can be integrated to give velocities, although the baseline velocity at the

beginning of each measurement is unknown. The maximum velocity within an

interval is regarded as a fluctuation on the unknown mean velocity and from this

the granular temperature can be calculated. Besides accelerometer data there

relative velocity measurements between two neighbouring floes were also made.

This could be a better measure of the velocity fluctuations within the ice pack

than the accelerometer data, since they can be assumed to have to same area

averaged mean velocity. Unfortunately there are no relative velocity measurements

during the last 10 days of the experiment.

Considering only the last 20 days of the measurements, the fluctuation velocities

fall into two regimes (see figure 6.15). During the last 2 days high fluctuation

velocities are measured by one of the accelerometers, reaching more than 0.4

m/s. This is the period when the ice motion is described as a granular flow.

Before this period the fluctuation velocity rarely exceeds 0.05 m/s. The highest

fluctuation velocity reached during the time of granular flow corresponds to a

granular temperature of 0.18 m2/s2, while the maximum before this period is

about 0.004 m2/s2. A granular temperature value of 0.18 m2/s2 is around the

maximum value reached in the simulations with varying floe size in the Arctic

in November independent of ice concentration, though there is some variation

from year to year. During the last days of the experiment the ship was between

Frans-Joseph land and Svalbard, near Kvitoya. From the simulation the average

granular temperature in November in the region between Frans-Joseph land and

Kvitoya is calculated (see table 6.4). This can be compared to the mean granular

temperatures for the three buoys during the period of interest, which are 0.0020,

2.3e-4 and 2.7e-4 m2/s2.

Granular temperature validation conclusions The validation data used

here represent two different regions of the ice covered sea. The buoy data is meas-

ured in the central Arctic, where pack ice conditions prevail. The accelerometer

data represents the MIZ. It was found that the model matches the validation data

for the MIZ very well, but there is a large discrepancy with the pack ice validation

data. Looking at the buoy data more closely it can be concluded this is caused by

the very different timescale of the measurements and model values. It can thus
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Figure 6.15: Fluctuation velocities from CEAREX accelerometer data.
Horizontal lines are the mean maximum velocities for the time period.
Velocity fluctuations are much higher during the last two days of the
measurements when floes are broken up and the sea ice motion is
granular.

be concluded that the comparison is invalid and, as the buoy data was the only

source available, that suitable validation data for the pack ice regions is lacking.

6.3 Impact of the floe size distribution and com-

bined rheology

6.3.1 Effects on the sea ice

The effects of the rheology and the FSD on the sea ice cover and the ocean will

now be examined. The focus will be on the simulation with rheology and FSD,

which will be compared to the control run with EVP rheology and 300m floes.

Simulations with only one of the newly incorporated processes will be examined

as necessary to distinguish between mechanisms. In summer in the Arctic the ice

concentration decreases in the MIZ and in part of the pack ice (figure 6.16b). In

winter concentration changes are local to the sea ice edge on the Atlantic side of

the Arctic. In the southern ocean ice concentration decreases year round in the
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Table 6.4: Granular temperature from the simulation for the same region
and time of year as the CEAREX accelerometer data.

year Granular temperature (m2/s2)
2002 0.0211
2003 0.0157
2004 0.0139
2005 0.0128
2006 0.0230
2007 0.0164
2008 0.0189
2009 0.0235

MIZ (figure 6.17b), the MIZ extent in the simulation being too low most of the year

means that the total effect will be underestimated in the simulation. Ice thickness

decreases almost everywhere throughout the year, both in the Arctic and in the

Southern Ocean (figures 6.16d and 6.17d). Lateral melting in summer increases

(figure 6.18b), due to the smaller floe sizes, though this is partially compensated for

by a decrease in basal melting. The ice concentration and volume tendencies due

to dynamics and thermodynamics confirm that the observed changes are mainly

caused by thermodynamic effects (figure 6.18d). There are no significant changes

in ice concentration or thickness due to rheology only. Extra figures showing the

changes due to rheology and waves separately can be found in appendix C.

There are also changes to the sea ice motion in the Arctic, both in the simulations

with wave break-up or combined rheology only as well as in the full simulation. In

the simulation with combined rheology the Beaufort Gyre is spinning up in winter,

whereas including an FSD causes ice drift to increase almost everywhere all year

round (figure 6.19). Collisional rheology adds extra pressure at the edges of the

Beaufort Gyre in summer (figure 6.20b, see also figure C.7 in appendix), since the

ice concentrations there are lower. This redistributes ice so that the ice thickness

in the centre becomes higher while the rest of the gyre has a lower ice thickness

(figure 6.20d). This thickness changes carry through into winter, when the lower

ice thickness decreases the strength of the ice cover allowing for acceleration of the

Beaufort Gyre. The acceleration of ice drift in the simulations with evolving floe

sizes is likely a consequence of the decreasing ice thickness and ice concentration.
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(a) Sea ice concentration in control run (b) Sea ice concentration difference with
full physics run

(c) Sea ice thickness in control run (d) Sea ice thickness difference with full
physics run

Figure 6.16: Effect of FSD and combined rheology on sea ice concentra-
tion and thickness in the summer Arctic. Ice concentration and thickness
decrease almost everywhere. Ice concentration changes somewhat less in
the pack ice than in the MIZ, but thickness change is almost uniform.
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As the new processes in the model represent MIZ physics it is fitting to examine

the MIZ in the model a bit further. Keeping the distorted seasonal cycle of the

control run in mind (see section 6.1.2) we compare the MIZ area in the full physics

simulation to the control run. Figure 6.21 shows the mean annual MIZ area for

both polar regions, as well as the seasonal cycles. The MIZ area in the sensitivity

run decreases ever so slightly, especially in the Antarctic. There is no significant

change to the seasonal cycles. One might have expected an expansion of the MIZ,

given the decreasing ice concentrations and extra internal pressure caused by the

granular rheology. However, if ice concentration decreases so as to cross the 15%

lower boundary the MIZ area will decrease. Figure 6.22 shows there is no change

due to the rheology alone. In any case it is clear that there is still some process

missing in the model that sets the seasonal cycle of the MIZ in the Antarctic.

6.3.2 Effects on the ocean

In a coupled configuration it is also important to examine the changes in the ocean

component. We will focus on the upper ocean and the full physics simulation, since

there the largest influence can be expected. Figures for the FSD only and rheology

only simulations can be found in appendix C. In summer there is a several percent

increase in the mixing layer depth over most of the Arctic (figure 6.23b). In

winter in the central Arctic there is also mostly an increase in mixing layer depth,

but there are decreases around the sea ice edge and in general more variability

then in summer (figure 6.23d). The changes in the sea ice cover, decreasing

concentration and thickness and increased melting, have competing effects on the

stability of the water column. Decreased ice concentration and thickness causes a

more efficient momentum transfer from the atmosphere to the ocean, increasing

mixing. Melting freshens the surface layer, which stabilises the water column.

From the changes in mixing layer depth it follows that the dominant effect here is

the increased momentum transfer, as the mixing layer depth increases. This can

be of importance if mixing becomes deep enough to reach to warmer water layers,

at which point the warm water can start a positive feedback mechanism, melting

more ice and opening up the area for waves which cause mixing.

There is an increase in the downward heat flux in regions where the ice concentra-

tion decreases (figure 6.24b), allowing for more direct radiation uptake. Decreased

heat flux on the outskirts of the sea ice cover could be due to sea ice of extremely
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low ice concentration melting and disappearing altogether with the new physics.

The increased sea ice melt could be influencing the ocean as the fresh water flux

into the sea is increasing (figure 6.24d). This could result in an accumulation of

fresh water in the Arctic.
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(a) Sea ice concentration in control run (b) Sea ice concentration difference with
full physics run

(c) Sea ice thickness in control run (d) Sea ice thickness difference with full
physics run

Figure 6.17: Effect of FSD and combined rheology on sea ice concen-
tration and thickness in the summer Antarctic. Sea ice concentration
decrease in the MIZ but remains unchanged elsewhere, while thickness
does decrease everywhere.
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(a) Lateral melt in control run (b) Lateral melt difference with full physics
run

(c) Thermodynamic volume tendency in
control run

(d) Thermodynamic volume tendency dif-
ference with full physics run

Figure 6.18: Effect of FSD and combined rheology on lateral ice melt and
thermodynamic volume tendency. An increase in lateral melting in the
Arctic in summer decreases the volume tendency due to thermodynamics.
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(a) Rheology only, winter (b) Full physics, winter

(c) Rheology only, summer (d) Full physics, summer

Figure 6.19: Effect of FSD and combined rheology on the sea ice drift.
Combined rheology causes a small spin-up of the Beaufort Gyre in
winter. Using an FSD results in an larger overall acceleration of the
sea ice in the Arctic whole year round (note the colorbar limits are ten
times higher in figures b and d).
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(a) Replacement pressure in control run (b) Replacement pressure difference with
rheology only run

(c) Sea ice thickness in control run (d) Sea ice thickness difference with rhe-
ology only run

Figure 6.20: Effect of the combined rheology on replacement pressure and
sea ice thickness in summer. Collisional rheology increases the pressure
at the edges of the Beaufort Gyre. This results in a redistribution of ice
towards the centre of the gyre.
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(a) Antarctic (b) Arctic

Figure 6.21: Impact of FSD and combined rheology on the MIZ extent.
MIZ extent is decreasing a little, but there is no significant change.

(a) Antarctic (b) Arctic

Figure 6.22: Impact of combined rheology on the MIZ extent. There is
no change to the MIZ extent due to rheology alone.
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(a) September mixing layer depth in con-
trol run

(b) September mixing layer depth differ-
ence with full physics run

(c) March mixing layer depth in control
run

(d) March mixing layer depth difference
with full physics run

Figure 6.23: Effect of FSD and combined rheology on the mixing layer
depth.
In September the mixing layer depth increases over most of the Arctic,
in March the mixing layer depth increase is more confined to the
central Arctic.
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(a) Heat flux in control run (b) Heat flux difference with full physics
run

(c) Freshwater flux in control run (d) Freshwater flux difference with full
physics run

Figure 6.24: Effect of FSD and combined rheology on fluxes to the
ocean. The increased sea ice melting and lower ice concentrations cause
increased freshwater and heat fluxes to the ocean.
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6.4 Impact of wave mixing

In the present configuration wave information is available, both for the open

ocean and for ice-covered regions, allowing for direct calculation of the roughness

length from the significant wave height. The wave spectrum includes swell, but

there is a cut-off for the wave period so that the lowest frequency waves are not

accounted for. Within the sea ice cover surface waves are suppressed, especially in

the pack ice, as can be seen in figure 6.25. This means that parameterising surface

waves from wind speed alone can be expected to give excessive wave height and

consequently too much mixing.

To examine the effect of wave mixing on the ice cover, simulations have been

made using either modelled wave height to calculate the roughness length or

the parametrisation that includes wave age, which is the current standard for

the NEMO model [122]. From figure 6.26b it can be seen that the roughness

length has decreased under the sea ice cover, while it increases in the open ocean.

The decrease in roughness length under ice can be attributed to the attenuation

of the waves in the ice cover and indeed the roughness length shows the waves

penetrating into the sea ice cover. The increased roughness length in the open

ocean can be partly attributed to the presence of swell in the sensitivity run,

though it is also possible that there is a mismatch between the wind forcing used

in these simulations and the wind forcing used in the ECWAM model to generate

the wave spectrum used.

The change in surface roughness results in changes in the mixed layer depth2

(figure 6.26d), again decreasing under sea ice and mostly increasing outside of it.

In the Arctic the mixed layer depth decrease in summer is lower than in winter,

which could be due to the larger stratification in summer because of the melt water.

Also in summer the mixed layer depth is quite shallow, so it can not decrease

much in any case. Larger MLD increases also occur in areas of Atlantic water

inflow which have weaker stratification. It is also useful to examine the effects for

ice covered and ice free regions separately. For this we use the same approach as

for the mixed layer depth validation, but only looking at the ice covered Canada

basin and the ice free Barents Sea to have the most distinct conditions. Figure

6.27 shows a substantial difference in MLD under the ice cover, as was shown in

2The mixed layer depth is defined as the depth at which the density increases at least 0.01
kg/m3 referenced to the density at 10 m depth.
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Figure 6.25: Significant wave height field from the simulation with the
new wave mixing simulation. The wave height is decreasing as the waves
travel into the sea ice cover.

the maps. The shallower MLD in the Canada basin for most of the year brings

the model closer to observations in winter and spring, however the model does a

little worse in autumn, though only in November the difference with observations

is significant. In the ice free Barents Sea the MLD is indeed increasing, but the

effect is very small and does not influence the match of the model to observations

at all. All in all the new wave mixing formulation does indeed improve the mixed

layer depth under ice without degrading or appreciably changing the mixed layer

depth in the ice free Arctic.

Ice thickness in the Arctic increases overall, but in summer there is a distinction

between increased ice thicknesses in the western Arctic and decreases in the eastern

Arctic (figure 6.28b). The summer ice concentrations show the same pattern

(figure 6.28d). In winter there is a slight decrease in ice concentration in the

pack ice and larger changes at the ice edge in either direction. To explain these

changes we look at the ocean temperature structure in the Arctic. In the eastern
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Arctic in summer there is a layer of warm water at the ocean surface, while in the

Beaufort sea region the top tens of meters are almost constant in temperature

and the temperature is colder overall (figure 6.29). This means that heat diffusion

in the eastern Arctic transports heat downward, away from the sea ice. In the

Beaufort sea region heat diffusion has much less potential to influence the water

temperature and consequently the sea ice.

In the sensitivity run mixing is oppressed, so more heat accumulates in the surface

ocean in the eastern Arctic, and in the Beaufort Sea heat does not mix up to

the surface, but gets trapped below and increases the temperature there (figure

6.30b). Basal ice melt in the eastern Arctic increases while it decreases in the

Beaufort Sea (figure 6.30d), causing the respective decrease or increase in ice

thickness. In the eastern Arctic ice concentration also decreases. This allows for

more shortwave radiation to be absorbed by the ocean, resulting in a positive

feedback mechanism. The autumn freeze-up in this region occurs later for some

years of the simulation, like for 2009, due to the heat stored (figure 6.31a). In this

year the signal of decreased diffusion of heat at the bottom of the mixed layer is

also very clear (figure 6.31d).

The wave mixing formulation used here still only accounts for the surface roughness

of the water and ignores the effects of the sea ice cover itself. The bottom of sea ice

can be rough, especially in the pack ice where ridges occur, increasing the surface

roughness seen by the ocean beyond the effect of waves and potentially increasing

mixing. A possible future extension of the wave mixing calculation is to calculate

the two sources of surface roughness (waves and ice cover topography) separately

and scale them with the ice/open water area to get an average roughness length

over the grid cell.
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(a) Surface roughness in standard formula-
tion run

(b) Surface roughness difference with new
wave mixing formulation run

(c) Mixed layer depth roughness in stand-
ard formulation run

(d) Mixed layer depth difference with new
wave mixing formulation run

Figure 6.26: Effect of wave mixing on surface roughness and mixed layer
depth. Using modelled significant wave height rather than the paramet-
risation reduces surface roughness resulting in substantial reductions in
the mixed layer depth.
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Figure 6.27: Effect of wave mixing on the seasonal cycle of mixed layer
depth in the Canada basin and the Barents Sea. Using the new wave
mixing formulation MLD under the ice cover in the Canada basin gets
shallower most of the year, which improves values in winter and spring,
but degrades the result in autumn compared to observations [118]. In
the Barents Sea in open water the wave mixing formulation has very
little effect.
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(a) Sea ice thickness in standard formula-
tion run

(b) Sea ice thickness difference with new
wave mixing formulation run

(c) Sea ice concentration in standard for-
mulation run

(d) Sea ice concentration difference with
new wave mixing formulation run

Figure 6.28: Effect of wave mixing on sea ice concentration and thickness.
Sea ice thickness in the Arctic increases except in the eastern part.
Summer sea ice concentration in this region also decreases.
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Beaufort Sea, standard
Beaufort Sea, new

Eastern Arctic, new
Eastern Arctic, standard

Location of temperature pro�les

Figure 6.29: Temperature profiles for the Beaufort Sea and the Eastern
Arctic. In the eastern Arctic there is a layer of relatively warm water
on the surface, in the Beaufort Sea the temperature varies little in the
top layers of the ocean.
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(a) Sea surface temperature in standard
formulation run

(b) Sea surface temperature difference with
new wave mixing formulation run

(c) Bottom melting in standard formula-
tion run

(d) Bottom melting difference with new
wave mixing formulation run

Figure 6.30: Effect of wave mixing on SST and bottom melting. The
increased SST in the eastern Arctic causes increased sea ice melting.
The decreased sea ice concentration allows for a positive feedback.
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(a) Freeze onset date in standard formula-
tion run

(b) Freeze onset date difference with new
wave mixing formulation run

(c) Vertical heat diffusivity in standard
formulation run

(d) Vertical heat diffusivity difference with
new wave mixing formulation run

Figure 6.31: 2009 case study. In some years, e.g. 2009, the accumulated
heat in the eastern Arctic delays the freeze onset. There is a clear
decrease of the heat diffusivity in this region in July close to the bottom
of the mixed layer, resulting in heat accumulation.
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Chapter 7

Discussion

7.1 Emerging floe size distribution from the sim-

ulation
It is of interest to examine the floe sizes for the MIZ and pack ice on the large

scale separately. For this histograms are used of the whole Arctic (figures 7.1 and

7.2). The mean floe size distribution for the MIZ is similar in summer and in

winter, however in winter there are more small floes. The mode of the distribution

in summer is also higher than in winter, meaning that the mean floe sizes are also

larger. This somewhat counter-intuitive result could be due to the large number

of new, small floes being formed in winter while small floes in summer melt away

quickly. The floe size distribution for the pack ice is very different than for the

MIZ. In winter most mean floe sizes in the pack ice are at the maximum floe size:

this is an indication of a missing break-up processes in the model like break-up

due to large scale deformation. In summer pack ice there is some spread with few

mean floe sizes reaching the maximum floe size (figure 7.2).

The resulting cumulative FSD in the present model can be compared to a model

that has explicit floe size distribution to see how it performs despite its simpler

formulation. The only model that offers this information at the present is the

Zhang et al. (2016) formulation [189]. Figure 7.3 is adapted from their paper. It

shows the distribution from the Zhang model, our model and the MODIS satellite

observations. The Zhang model and the observations are for locations in the

Beaufort Sea (in the paper there are several similar graphs), while the present

model distribution is an integral over the whole Arctic. The present model mostly

follows the distribution of the satellite observations, but it increases in steepness

at the high floe size end due to the low maximum allowed floe size, while the

satellite distribution tails out at the low floe size end. This is reported to be

caused by limitations in the resolution and processing, but may also be real (see

also the discussion in section 1.6.1). The Zhang distribution is flatter than ours

and closer to the satellite distribution for the small floes. It is unclear whether the

large number of small floes is a shortcoming of the present formulation. There are
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some arguments from observations for a two coefficient power law, which could

improve the fit to observations for the small floes in our model [154]. In contrast,

at the high end it appears that our maximum floe size choice is too restrictive and

the model should allow for larger floes, as seen in observations (see also section

6.2.1)

(a) Summer (b) Winter

Figure 7.1: Mean floe size histogram for the whole Arctic MIZ. The
MIZ floe sizes are similar in summer and winter, but the smallest floe
sizes occur more frequent in winter.

(a) Summer (b) Winter

Figure 7.2: Mean floe size histogram for the whole Arctic pack ice
region. In winter most grid cell mean floe sizes in the pack ice are at
the maximum floe size since the model lacks a large scale deformation
breaking mechanism.
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observations
Zhang model
present model

Figure 7.3: Comparison between cumulative floe size distributions from
Zhang et al. (2016) (red), MODIS observations (black) and our model
(blue). The present model mostly follows the observed slope [189]

7.2 Importance of the new physics

7.2.1 Rheology

In the uncoupled channel model it is evident that there is a substantial increase

in MIZ width due to the granular rheology compared to the EVP rheology as

the resolution of the simulation gets higher. This led to the conclusion that EVP

rheology can not sustain an MIZ through internal mechanisms in the sea ice (i.e.

not through melting of sea ice), whereas the combined rheology can. However,

in the fully ocean coupled simulation this effect due the rheology alone is not

present. In this simulation a slight decrease in MIZ width might even occur. It

was found that the lack of sensitivity in the fully coupled simulation is due to the

relative unimportance of the internal stress term versus the ocean drag term in

the momentum balance (figure 5.11). Using both evolving floe sizes and combined

rheology does result in a wider MIZ.

In the global model, which has a relatively low resolution, no increase in the

MIZ extent occurs due the new physics. There even is a slight decrease in MIZ

extent, which was not expected. Simulations at higher resolution in the global
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configuration migth have a different response as the MIZ is better resolved and

local effects can become more important. From the results of the channel model it

can be expected that the combined rheology could become important in situations

where the effect of ocean drag is small, i.e. in places where the ocean current is

weak, but the concentration of the sea ice is within MIZ limits (<0.8). Further

research is needed where and when such conditions may occur.

From the analytical solution of the granular temperature evolution equation it

is clear that any effect of the collisional rheology is to be expected through the

replacement pressure, since the extra viscosity of the collisional rheology is almost

always negligible. Indeed in the global model simulations it is seen that sea ice

motion is influenced by the combined rheology through the pressure and that this

effect carries through to ice distribution.

It is expected that in the future in summer the Arctic sea ice will be more and

more MIZ like (MIZ increase is already observed [147], projections from Aksenov

et al. (2017) [11] and the Met Office Hadley Centre, personal communication).

When the MIZ forms a major part of the ice cover it is more likely that low ice

concentrations occur in areas of low ocean drag, which means the effect of the

combined rheology is likely to be higher, give the large increase in internal sea

ice stress compared to the EVP rheology in such circumstances. The effect of

including a floe size distribution is much larger than that of the rheology in general

and also reinforces the latter. Also the effect of wave mixing is much larger than

the effect of the rheology in the simulations.

7.2.2 Granular temperature

The granular temperature of sea ice floes can be of interest beyond the need

for it in collisional rheology. The turbulent motion of ice floes the granular

temperature represents causes extra mixing locally, which is not accounted for

at the moment. It has also been proposed to use the variance of the ice motion,

the granular temperature, to improve oil spill forecasts to estimate the spread in

wintertime, when the location is inaccessible [121]. Mean term long range forecasts

are considered accurate enough, but they are missing part of the short-scale motion

which disperses the oil. The granular temperature can be used to calculate the

cross section of the oil location within certain probability limits, assuming a

Gaussian distribution of the velocity fluctuations. In the MIZ the jostling of ice
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floes can cause damage to ships if it makes floes collide with the flanks of ships.

Knowledge of the granular temperature could be used to calculate the loads on the

ship and hence taken into account for risk assessment. The granular temperature

calculation used in the global model does not include a contribution from wave

surge. It is possible that including this effect would result in a higher granular

temperature, increasing the impact of the combined rheology and momentum

transfer if included in the model. However, whether or not wave surge increases

the granular temperature depends on the ratio of the wavelength and the floe size,

as well as the ratio of the amplitude and the spacing between floes [183]. Future

research is required to examine which collision regime occurs where in the global

simulations.

7.2.3 Floe size

From the global model simulation it was clear that floe size has a significant effect

on the sea ice cover through thermodynamics. The simulation with variable floe

size has lower ice concentrations, especially in the MIZ and lower ice thickness

throughout. The decreased ice cover results in more mobile sea ice and increased

momentum transfer. There is also more freshwater input into the ocean and in-

creased heat flux into the ocean in areas with decreasing ice concentration. Recent

research argues that the floe size is even more important for thermodynamics than

the present model accounts for. Horvat et al. (2016) point out the importance of

ocean eddies forming under the edges of sea ice floes, which increase local mixing

and consequently increase lateral melting [70]. They find that lateral melting is

affecting floes of up to 10s of kilometer diameter, much larger than was previously

thought and simulated in the model. This means that the present model most

likely underestimates lateral melting. An updated parameterisation for large scale

sea ice models is not available yet, but if included in the present simulations would

increase the effect of the new floe size calculation.

Apart from the thermodynamics module floe size information is also used in

the form drag parameterisation, which has not been applied here. Including this

parametersation could increase the effect of the floe sizes further through dynamics.

However, since the floe sizes in the present simulation are mostly higher than in

the Luepkes parameterisation (used to calculate from drag) the effect of the floe

edges is likely to be overestimated in the standard form drag formulation [157].
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Floe size information is of interest for operational purposes beyond its use in

sea ice models. Sea ice charts used for navigation give information on sea ice

concentration, ice thickness and floe size for different ice types presented in a

standardised way, the egg code (see figure 7.4 for an ice chart example). These

charts are made from observations on an up to daily basis. It would be handy

for navigation to have similar sea ice forecasts. Present operational models have

sea ice concentration and thickness information, but they are lacking floe size

information. Adding a floe size evolution to the operational models in a similar

manner as the one in our model would bridge this gap and make forecast ice

charts with egg codes possible.

7.2.4 Wave mixing

Using wave height directly to calculate roughness length rather than parameterising

wave height from wind (standard in NEMO) has a significant impact on ice

thickness. It was found this is due to changes in heat transport to and from

the sea ice due to mixing. Mixing in ice covered areas is reduced in the new

formulation, which results in shallowing of the mixed layer depth. The standard

scheme overestimates the mixed layer depth maxima in ice covered regions. Hence,

the treatment of the roughness length could be a major reason models often have

a too deep mixed layer in the Arctic.

7.3 Limitations of the model

Some choices made in the setup of the simulations can influence the results. It is

possible that effects appear on longer timescales than the 10 years of the runs.

A potential mechanism for this might be near-inertial gravity waves, which can

drive mixing in the subsurface ocean. Such an effect on the ocean would feed back

to the surface and sea ice cover over time.

The resolution of the global simulations is limited to 1 degree. Having a higher

resolution would resolve the MIZ better, particularly in winter when it is narrower,

allowing for examination of local effects in the MIZ.

Several parameterisations currently used in the model can be considered unreal-

istic, which may have an adverse effect on the sensitivity. In the formulation

currently used the distance between floes is calculated assuming square periodically
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arranged equal-sized floes [97]. Periodic arrangement of floes is seen initially after

a wave break-up event, but does not persist. A molecular dynamics simulation of

ice floes of different sizes subject to wind shows the ice floes clustering in groups

with a number of small floes trapped behind a big one [62]. This dramatically

decreases the distance between floes and hence increases the likelihood of floe

collisions compared to the assumed periodic arrangement of floes. It suggests

that internal stress in ice is present in situations where simulations assuming

periodically arranged floes would not have any.

In the calculation of the mean floe size itself several processes are missing. Cur-

rently there is no break-up of floes due to collisions or due to shear in the pack ice.

Also the model does not explicitly account for the presence of pancake ice, which

would also be a major influence on the floe size distribution. The parameterisation

of the slope of the FSD based on ice concentration is not well tested, and also

the assumption that the FSD is a power law at all is debatable, as discussed in

section 7.1. Ideally one would like to have an evolving floe size distribution that

accounts for both thermodynamic and mechanical processes like that of Horvat

et. al. (2015) [69]. The granular temperature used for the global simulations is

too low at the ice edge since the direct energy input from waves is missing. The

granular temperature calculation presently also does not allow for an FSD.

A number of physical processes affecting the MIZ are missing in the model. In the

global simulations form drag has not been used, since the melt ponds associated

with the scheme change the surface mass balance requiring extensive retuning of

the model. The form drag parameterisation accounts amongst other things, for

the effect of floe edges on drag, which is the main contributor to form drag in the

MIZ [157]. A separate issue concerning ice motion in the MIZ is the ocean and

atmospheric jets that can occur around the ice edge, which drive ice motion [59].

Especially when going to a higher resolution model including this effect would

give more realistic sea ice motion.

There are also some limitations connected to the waves. Firstly, the wave spectrum

used in this model has a cut-off frequency (maximum wave period is 23 s), which

means part of the swell is not included. Part of the waves going into ice-covered

seas reflect and this exerts a wave pressure on the sea ice. Waves continuing into

the ice cover can also influence ice motion through modifying currents though the
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Stokes effect, as in the open ocean. The Stokes effect is available in ocean models,

but wave models do not allow waves to reflect off the sea ice, so wave pressure is

not available. As ice concentration increases shear between the sea ice and ocean

affects the waves so that the Stokes effect eventually disappears.

Concerning wave mixing a distinction is to be made in principle between breaking

and non-breaking waves (the latter are generally of longer wavelength) to calculate

significant wave height, as non-breaking waves do not directly cause mixing in

the open ocean. In ice-covered regions there are only breaking waves in low ice

concentrations, as waves get damped by the sea ice. Under the sea ice cover non-

breaking waves could also cause mixing, e.g. through shear, but the theory behind

this is not well enough understood to easily add it to the present model. Finally,

the present model can not simulate waves that are generated in the ice-covered

regions which can happen in the MIZ. These waves could increase mixing and

potentially increase the floe break-up. Fully coupling to a wave model could solve

this lack of wave generation, as well as providing Stokes drift information.
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Chapter 8

Outlook
The effect of new physics in the changing Arctic

Wave height in the Arctic has been increasing over the last twenty years, especially

the height of swell, and is expected to keep increasing as fetch becomes longer

[144]. This may lead to more broken up sea ice in the future. However, the

decreased wave steepness associated with the changing wave climate and especially

the higher attenuation of small floes will moderate the effects. Taking into account

that sea ice is also getting thinner and therefore weaker one can expect the floe

sizes to become smaller in any case. This would reinforce the lateral melting

feedback observed in the simulations and could cause the sea ice retreat to go

faster than models presently predict.

Smaller floe sizes also affect the dynamics of sea ice through the from drag effect.

Currently this effect is only a major contribution to the total oceanic drag during

a few months in summer, but this is likely to increase. From the wave mixing

simulations it is seen that the waves change the surface roughness length and

influence the mixed layer depth. Increasing mixed layer depth may occur in the

future due to the increasing wave heights. Drawing up warm water and increasing

sea ice melting, this could again result in a positive feedback mechanism in part

of the Arctic. As these feedbacks might well turn out to be important for sea

ice decline in the future and to provide realistic present day conditions, it will

become necessary to include these effects in climate simulations.

Possible extensions to the current work

Some possible extensions and improvements to the present simulations could

be done relatively easily. A first thing to do could be using the form drag

parameterisation, which would require some changes to the radiation scheme

parameters. The form drag parameterisation increases the momentum transfer in

the Beaufort Sea region [157], which might increase the Beaufort Gyre spin up

happening in the simulation with constant floe size. Another mechanism affecting

sea ice drift is the Stokes drift of waves, which might have a noticeable effect in
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the MIZ. Having these missing types of MIZ physics available in the model would

also allow for a direct comparison to determine the relative importance of different

processes including the ones considered in this work.

The drag coefficients calculated for the sea ice form drag module could also be

used to account for the roughness of sea ice for wave mixing. This could have

some interesting effects because it adds more spatial variation in mixing as the sea

ice roughness is spatially varying. Potentially it could vary the MLD sensitivity

in the different regions used for the MLD validation. Longer simulations covering

the satellite observation period could be used to examine a possible acceleration

in sea ice decline when using variable floe sizes, given the increased lateral melting

that was apparent in the current simulation. This would be even more interesting

once an improved parameterisation for lateral melting that takes into account the

effects of eddies is available [70].

Finally, ice edge jets and the concurrent overturning cell that was noticed in

channel model simulations can also occur in the global model, though in monthly

output fields they are averaged out. Examining the instantaneous output field

could be a way to pick apart the mechanism; running at a higher resolution could

also be beneficial for this as the MIZ is better resolved.

Model development opportunities

The extra information available in the present simulation can be used to model

missing processes in sea ice models and improve other aspects of Arctic climate

models rather than only sea ice. The wave information available in the coupled

sea ice/ocean model could be used to discriminate between situations with nilas

formation and pancake ice formation, since it is the surface roughness of the ocean

resulting from the presence of waves that causes the formation of one or the other.

Knowing when pancakes are formed, one could add pancake ice as a category in

the model. This could be used to make the floe size distribution more realistic,

since pancake ice would have a lower mean floe size than that expected from wave

break-up. The granular temperature can also be used to improve the FSD. It

reflects the likelihood of collisions between floes. Hence, it might be possible to

use the granular temperature to estimate the breakage of ice floes due to collisions,

which produces small floes. This also could influence the mean floe size and make

it lower.
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The availability of wave information in the Arctic is an opportunity for more

accurate erosion modelling, because waves increase erosion. Along the Alaskan

Beaufort sea the coastline typically consists of bluffs made of permafrost and this

type of coastline also occurs in other places around the Arctic. Breaking waves wash

away the sediment of the cliff faces and melts the ice that is exposed. Observations

at Drew Point, Alaska found that substantial erosion happened during a storm

[114]. Storm surge is very important as well as the wave height, since both increase

the portion of the permafrost coast submerged in the warmer sea water. Storm

surge may also increase in the future as the open water area increases and wind

stresses to the ocean consequently increase. Different formulations to calculate

erosion exist and a comparison to observations found that the formula including

the effect of waves through wave height and surface roughness performed best [15].

This research used locally measured wave information to calculate erosion rates for

short term simulations and reconstructed wave fields from wind information and

fetch. From the model that includes wave information it is possible to calculate

erosion rates Arctic-wide with a more accurate wave field, which includes swell.

Knowledge of the wave field and granular temperature can also be used to inform

safety assessments for the shipping and offshore industry in the Arctic. Ships can

get damaged by sea ice floes colliding into the flanks of the ship. Knowledge of

the granular temperature and the floe size of the sea ice could be used to estimate

the impact. Currents, waves and sea ice all exert loads on offshore structures and

this has to be taken into account in the design. The total load can be calculated

using the Morison equation, a standard approach known since 1950 [111]. Perhaps

the greatest practical challenge is acquiring the necessary environmental data.

Currently in situ measurements and satellite observations are used, but they are

limited by spatial coverage and lack of 3D information respectively. Models do

not have these constraints and have the additional advantage of the possibility

for future projections and extreme weather forecasting. Hence, they are not only

useful in the design phase of an offshore structure but also during its operational

life. The NERC-funded ”Safer Operations at Sea - Supported by Operational

Simulations (SOS-SOS)” project is precisely aimed at using ocean-sea ice-wave

model data for load estimation.
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Appendix A: Code developments

A.1 Simplified CICE flowchart

The next page contains a basic CICE flowchart indicating the main changes in

the code to implement the combined rheology. The legend to the chart is as

follows: ovals are files, diamonds are named subroutines within files and rectangles

explain what happens in a specific section of the code regardless of the underlying

structure. A solid fill indicates a file or subroutine is completely new, gradient fill

means existing code has been changed. The initialisation has also been changed

to include new variables, but these changes are minor and therefore not indicated

on the chart.

Explanation for selected subroutines:

stepu: solves the momentum equation,

col prep: computes some quantities for the collisional rheology that do not depend

on granular temperature,

evp prep1 and 2: compute quantities for the momentum equation that do not

vary within the thermodynamics and transport time step,

ice therm1: handles the vertical thermodynamics,

ice therm2: does lateral growth and melting and updates the thickness distribution.
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A.2 Internal stress as calculated in CICE

We start form the following equations, based on the equations 56 – 58 in the CICE

manual. The revised equations, currently used in CICE, add an extra factor e2 in

the tension and shear equations:

1

E

∂σ1

∂t
+

σ1

2ζF+C
+
P F+C

2ζF+C
= DD, (A.1)

e2

E

∂σ2

∂t
+

σ2

2ηF+C
= DT , (A.2)

e2

E

∂σ12

∂t
+

σ12

2ηF+C
=

1

2
DS. (A.3)

The bulk and shear viscosity and pressure term are taken as sums of the collisional

(subscript C) and EVP (subscript F ) contributions. E is the elastic parameter,

E = ζ
T

with T the damping timescale 0.36 times the general time step.

Substitute E and rearrange,

∂σ1

∂t
+
σ1

2T
+
P F+C

2T
=
ζF+C

T
DD, (A.4)

∂σ2

∂t
+

ζF+C

e2ηF+C

σ2

2T
=
ζF+C

e2T
DT , (A.5)

∂σ12

∂t
+

ζF+C

e2ηF+C

σ12

2T
=
ζF+C

2e2T
DS. (A.6)

Discretise the time derivative with the subcycling time step ∆te and use the

updated values of the stress for other terms to get an explicit formulation:

∂σ

∂t
=
σn+1 − σn

∆te
, (A.7)

σn+1
1 − σn1

∆te
+
σn+1

1

2T
+
P F+C

2T
=
ζF+C

T
DD, (A.8)

σn+1
2 − σn2

∆te
+

ζF+C

e2ηF+C

σn+1
2

2T
=
ζF+C

e2T
DT , (A.9)

σn+1
12 − σn12

∆te
+

ζF+C

e2ηF+C

σn+1
12

2T
=
ζF+C

2e2T
DS. (A.10)
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Multiply by ∆te,

σn+1
1 − σn1 + σn+1

1

∆te
2T

+ P F+C ∆te
2T

= ζF+C ∆te
T
DD, (A.11)

σn+1
2 − σn2 +

ζF+C

ηF+C
σn+1

2

∆te
2e2T

= ζF+C ∆te
e2T

DT , (A.12)

σn+1
12 − σn12 +

ζF+C

ηF+C
σn+1

12

∆te
2e2T

= ζF+C ∆te
2e2T

DS, (A.13)

rearranging:

σn+1
1 (1 +

∆te
2T

)− σn1 + P F+C ∆te
2T

= ζF+C ∆te
T
DD, (A.14)

σn+1
2 (1 +

ζF+C

e2ηF+C

∆te
2T

)− σn2 = ζF+C ∆te
e2T

DT , (A.15)

σn+1
12 (1 +

ζF+C

e2ηF+C

∆te
2T

)− σn12 = ζF+C ∆te
2e2T

DS. (A.16)

Further rearrangement yields:

σn+1
1 (1 +

∆te
2T

) = σn1 − P F+C ∆te
2T

+ ζF+C ∆te
T
DD, (A.17)

σn+1
2 (1 +

ζF+C

e2ηF+C

∆te
2T

) = σn2 + ζF+C ∆te
e2T

DT , (A.18)

σn+1
12 (1 +

ζF+C

e2ηF+C

∆te
2T

) = σn12 + ζF+C ∆te
2e2T

DS. (A.19)

The same form as the stress equations in the code is now achieved:

σn+1
1 = (σn1 − P F+C ∆te

2T
+ ζF+C ∆te

T
DD)

1

(1 + ∆te
2T

)
, (A.20)

σn+1
2 = (σn2 + ζF+C ∆te

e2T
DT )

1

(1 + ζF+C

ηF+C
∆te
2e2T

)
, (A.21)

σn+1
12 = (σn12 + ζF+C ∆te

2e2T
DS)

1

(1 + ζF+C

ηF+C
∆te
2e2T

)
. (A.22)

Now substitute the new expressions for the viscosities, but keep the compressive

strengths to avoid too cumbersome equations:
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ηF+C =
ζF

e2
+
πLf

6
√
t
PC =

P F

2∆e2
+
πLf

6
√
t
PC , (A.23)

ζF+C =
P F

2∆
+

3πLf

6
√
t
PC =

P F

2∆
+
πLf

2
√
t
PC , (A.24)

σn+1
1 = (σn1 − (P F + PC)

∆te
2T

+ (
P F

∆
+
πLfP

C

√
t

)
∆te
2T

DD)
1

(1 + ∆te
2T

)
, (A.25)

σn+1
2 = (σn2 + (

P F

∆
+
πLf√
t
PC)

∆te
2e2T

DT )
1

(1 +
PF

2∆
+
πLfP

C

2
√
t

PF

2∆e2
+
πLf

6
√
t
PC

∆te
2e2T

)

, (A.26)

σn+1
12 = (σn12 + (

P F

∆
+
πLf√
t
PC)

∆te
4e2T

DS)
1

(1 +
PF

2∆
+
πLfP

C

2
√
t

PF

2∆e2
+
πLf

6
√
t
PC

∆te
2e2T

)

. (A.27)

Substitute arlx1i, which is used in the CICE code and define extra variables

zetaeta and totpress:

arlx1i =
δte
2T

, (A.28)

zetaeta =
ζF+C

ηF+C
=

PF

2∆
+

πLf
2
√
t
PC

PF

2∆e2
+

πLf
6
√
t
PC

, (A.29)

totpress = PC + P F , (A.30)

σn+1
1 = (σn1 − totpress arlx1i+ (

P F

∆
+
πLfP

C

√
t

)arlx1iDD)
1

(1 + arlx1i)
, (A.31)

σn+1
2 = (σn2 + (

P F

∆
+
πLfP

C

√
t

)
1

e2
arlx1iDT )

1

(1 + zetaeta arlx1i
e2

)
, (A.32)

σn+1
12 = (σn12 + (

P F

∆
+
πLfP

C

√
t

)
1

2e2
arlx1iDS)

1

(1 + zetaeta arlx1i
e2

)
. (A.33)

Substitute denom1, redefine variables c0 and c1:

denom1 =
1

1 + arlx1i
, (A.34)
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denom2 =
1

1 + zetaeta arlx1i
e2

, (A.35)

c1 = (
P F

∆
+
πLf√
t
PC)arlx1i, (A.36)

c0 =
c1

e2
= (

P F

e2∆
+
πLf

e2
√
t
PC)arlx1i. (A.37)

Finally, the equations to be solved, similar to the EVP equations, become:

σn+1
1 = (σn1 − totpress arlx1i+ c1DD)denom1, (A.38)

σn+1
2 = (σn2 + c0DT )denom2, (A.39)

σn+1
12 = (σn12 + 0.5 c0DS)denom2. (A.40)
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A.3 Granular temperature evolution equation,

CICE code

The following pages contain the code of the source-diffusion equation submodule

for the granular temperature, its place in the overall code sequence is indicated

on the flowchart in appendix A.1. It is part of a new module in CICE containing

most of the granular temperature related code. The remaining part of the new

module handles the initialisation and reading and writing restarts, which is done

in the same way as existing tracers.
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subroutine step_gtemp  (nx_block,    ny_block,  & 
                        max_blocks,  icellt,    & 
                        indxti,      indxtj,    & 
                        uvel,        vvel,      & 
                        dxt,         dyt,       & 
                        gtemp,       aice,      & 
                        vice,        vsno,      & 
                        dfloe,       maxfloe,   & 
                        Lf,          tmass,     & 
                        dt,          strength,  & 
                        stressp_1,   stressp_2, & 
                        stressp_3,   stressp_4, & 
                        stressm_1,   stressm_2, & 
                        stressm_3,   stressm_4, & 
                        stress12_1,  stress12_2,& 
                        stress12_3,  stress12_4,& 
                        divu,        tarear,    & 
                        tension,     shear,     & 
                        gt_stresscontr , & 
                        gt_diffusion   , & 
                        gt_tursource   , & 
                        gt_rubsink     , & 
                        gt_collisionsink, & 
                        gt_total, iblk, & 
                        this_block) 
 
use ice_zbgc_shared, only: rhosi 
use ice_constants, only: c0, c1, c1p5, c2, p01, p25, p5, c20, p1, p333, 
& 
                         rhoi, rhos, puny 
use ice_domain_size, only: ncat 
use ice_dyn_shared, only: Pstar, Cstar 
use ice_floe, only: Astar, set_floesize, Lf_const 
USE iom ! I/O manager library 
 
integer (kind=int_kind), intent(in) :: & 
   nx_block, ny_block, & ! block dimensions 
   max_blocks        , & 
   icellt            , & 
   iblk 
 
integer (kind=int_kind), dimension (nx_block*ny_block), intent(in) :: & 
   indxti   , & ! compressed index in i-direction 
   indxtj       ! compressed index in j-direction 
 
real (kind=dbl_kind), intent(in) :: & 
   dt      ! time step 
 
real (kind=dbl_kind), dimension (nx_block,ny_block), intent(in) :: & 
   strength , & ! ice strength (N/m) 
   uvel     , & ! x-component of velocity (m/s) 
   vvel     , & ! y-component of velocity (m/s) 
   dxt      , & ! width of T-cell through the middle (m) 
   dyt      , & ! height of T-cell through the middle (m) 
   vice     , & ! volume per unit area of ice (m) 



   vsno     , & ! volume per unit area of snow (m) 
   aice     , & ! concentration of ice 
   tmass    , & ! total mass of ice and snow (kg/m^2) 
   divu     , & 
   tension  , & 
   shear    , & 
   tarear   , & 
   maxfloe 
 
real (kind=dbl_kind), dimension (nx_block,ny_block), intent(inout) :: & 
   Lf       , & 
   dfloe        ! distance s between floes 
 
real (kind=dbl_kind), dimension (nx_block,ny_block), & 
intent(inout) :: & 
   stressp_1, stressp_2, stressp_3, stressp_4 , & ! sigma11+sigma22 
   stressm_1, stressm_2, stressm_3, stressm_4 , & ! sigma11-sigma22 
   stress12_1,stress12_2,stress12_3,stress12_4    ! sigma12      
 
real (kind=dbl_kind), dimension (nx_block,ny_block), intent(inout) :: & 
   gtemp          , &  ! granular temperature 
   gt_stresscontr , & 
   gt_diffusion   , & 
   gt_tursource   , & 
   gt_rubsink     , & 
   gt_collisionsink, & 
   gt_total 
 
type (block) :: & 
   this_block           ! block information for current block 
 
! local variables 
 
integer (kind=int_kind) :: & 
   i, j, ij, n, helpi, helpj 
 
integer (kind=int_kind), parameter :: & 
   lambdac = c1  , &  ! dimensionless number diffusion 
   Faccent = c2       ! strength of fluctuations coupling (kg/(m^2s^2)) 
 
real (kind=dbl_kind) :: & 
   helpvariable 
 
real (kind=dbl_kind), parameter :: & 
   r = p1 
 
real (kind=dbl_kind), dimension (nx_block,ny_block) :: & 
   tmassdt , & ! mass of T-cell/dt (kg/m^2/s)  
   tmassdti , & ! invers mass of T-cell/dt (m^2 s/kg)  
   gip, gim, gjp, gjm, & 
   sip, sim, sjp, sjm, & 
   Lfip, Lfim, Lfjp, Lfjm, & 
   dxp, dyp, dxm, dym, & 
   stress11 , & 
   stress22 , & 



   stress12 , & 
   stressp  , & 
   stressm  , & 
   dudx,dvdy, & 
   gtempn   , & 
   gP 
 
!----------------------------------------------------------------- 
! Initialize 
!-----------------------------------------------------------------           
do n=1, ncat 
   do j = 1, ny_block 
      do i = 1, nx_block 
         gtemp(i,j)=trcrn(i,j,nt_gtemp,n,iblk) 
      enddo 
   enddo 
enddo 
 
do j = 1, ny_block 
   do i = 1, nx_block 
      if (aice(i,j).le. puny) then 
         gtemp(i,j) = c0 
      endif 
   enddo 
enddo 
 
do j = 1, ny_block 
   do i = 1, nx_block 
       gtempn(i,j) = c0 
   enddo 
enddo 
 
!----------------------------------------------------------------- 
! Define variables 
!-----------------------------------------------------------------           
 
do ij = 1, icellt 
   i = indxti(ij) 
   j = indxtj(ij) 
 
   tmassdt(i,j) = tmass(i,j)/dt ! kg/m^2/s 
   tmassdti(i,j) = dt/tmass(i,j) ! m^2 s/kg 
 
! Stefanie 7/7/16 have to update the floesize if aice has changed when 
! using profile 
   if ((Lf(i,j).eq.c0) .or. (dfloe(i,j).eq.c0) .or. (Lf_const.eq.2) 
.or.    
      (Lf_const.eq.5)) then  
      call set_floesize (Lf      , dfloe , & 
                         maxfloe , aice  , & 
                         i       , j       ) 
   endif 
 
! FOR rubsink 
   gP(i,j) =  strength(i,j)/vice(i,j)   ! N/m2 



 
! FOR DIVERGENCE 
   ! define distances 
   dxp(i,j) = 0.5*dxt(i,j) + 0.5*dxt(i+1,j)   ! m 
   dxm(i,j) = 0.5*dxt(i,j) + 0.5*dxt(i-1,j) 
 
   dyp(i,j) = 0.5*dyt(i,j) + 0.5*dyt(i,j+1) 
   dym(i,j) = 0.5*dyt(i,j) + 0.5*dyt(i,j-1) 
 
   ! define half index gtemp values    (improve weighted average?) 
   gip(i,j) = p5*(gtemp(i,j)+gtemp(i+1,j))   ! m2/s2 
   gim(i,j) = p5*(gtemp(i,j)+gtemp(i-1,j)) 
   gjp(i,j) = p5*(gtemp(i,j)+gtemp(i,j+1)) 
   gjm(i,j) = p5*(gtemp(i,j)+gtemp(i,j-1)) 
 
   ! define half index s values   (improve weighted average?) 
   sip(i,j) = p5*(dfloe(i,j)+dfloe(i+1,j))   ! m 
   sim(i,j) = p5*(dfloe(i,j)+dfloe(i-1,j)) 
   sjp(i,j) = p5*(dfloe(i,j)+dfloe(i,j+1)) 
   sjm(i,j) = p5*(dfloe(i,j)+dfloe(i,j-1)) 
 
   ! define half index Lf values   (improve weighted average?) 
   Lfip(i,j) = p5*(Lf(i,j)+Lf(i+1,j))   ! m 
   Lfim(i,j) = p5*(Lf(i,j)+Lf(i-1,j)) 
   Lfjp(i,j) = p5*(Lf(i,j)+Lf(i,j+1)) 
   Lfjm(i,j) = p5*(Lf(i,j)+Lf(i,j-1)) 
 
!FOR STRESSES 
   ! nr 1 to 4 are defined in the corners of the T cell, take the 
average 
   ! to get T point value 
   stressp(i,j) = p25*(stressp_1(i,j) + stressp_2(i,j) & 
                  + stressp_3(i,j) + stressp_4(i,j)) 
   stressm(i,j) = p25*(stressm_1(i,j) + stressm_2(i,j) & 
                        + stressm_3(i,j) + stressm_4(i,j)) 
   stress11(i,j) = p5*(stressp(i,j) + stressm(i,j)) 
   stress22(i,j) = p5*(stressp(i,j) - stressm(i,j)) 
   stress12(i,j) = p25*(stress12_1(i,j) + & 
                   stress12_2(i,j) + stress12_3(i,j) + stress12_4(i,j)) 
 
   ! divide by the thickness to get stresses in N/m2 
   stress11(i,j) = stress11(i,j)/vice(i,j) 
   stress22(i,j) = stress22(i,j)/vice(i,j) 
   stress12(i,j) = stress12(i,j)/vice(i,j) 
 
   ! gradients of velocities from strain rates 
   ! divu, tension, shear are T point values 
   dudx(i,j) = p5*(divu(i,j) + tension(i,j))  ! (1/s) 
   dvdy(i,j) = p5*(divu(i,j) - tension(i,j)) 
 
enddo !ij 
 
!----------------------------------------------------------------- 
! Compute sources/sinks 
!-----------------------------------------------------------------   



 
do ij = 1, icellt 
   i = indxti(ij) 
   j = indxtj(ij) 
   gt_diffusion(i,j)=lambdac*rhosi* & 
       (Lfip(i,j)*Lfip(i,j)*sqrt(gip(i,j))/sip(i,j)*(gtemp(i+1,j)- &  
        gtemp(i,j))/(dxp(i,j)*dxt(i,j))& 
        -Lfim(i,j)*Lfim(i,j)*sqrt(gim(i,j))/sim(i,j)*(gtemp(i,j)-
gtemp(i-& 
        1,j))/(dxm(i,j)*dxt(i,j))& 
        +Lfjp(i,j)*Lfjp(i,j)*sqrt(gjp(i,j))/sjp(i,j)*(gtemp(i,j+1)-& 
        gtemp(i,j))/(dyp(i,j)*dyt(i,j))& 
        -Lfjm(i,j)*Lfjm(i,j)*sqrt(gjm(i,j))/sjm(i,j)*(gtemp(i,j)-
gtemp(i,j-& 
        1))/(dym(i,j)*dyt(i,j)))& 
 
   gt_stresscontr(i,j)=-1*stress11(i,j)*dudx(i,j)-
stress12(i,j)*shear(i,j)*p5 & 
                           -stress22(i,j)*dvdy(i,j) 
   gt_tursource(i,j) = aice(i,j)*Faccent*sqrt(gtemp(i,j)) 
   gt_rubsink(i,j) = -p25*gP(i,j)/Lf(i,j)*sqrt(gtemp(i,j)) 
   gt_collisionsink(i,j) = - r*rhosi/dfloe(i,j)*gtemp(i,j)**c1p5 
 
   if (aice(i,j).le. puny) then 
      gt_stresscontr(i,j)= c0 
      gt_rubsink(i,j) = c0 
   endif 
 
   
gt_total(i,j)=gt_diffusion(i,j)+gt_stresscontr(i,j)+gt_tursource(i,j) & 
                 +gt_rubsink(i,j)+gt_collisionsink(i,j) 
enddo !ij 
 
!----------------------------------------------------------------- 
! change units to m2/s2 
!-----------------------------------------------------------------   
 
do ij = 1, icellt 
   i = indxti(ij) 
   j = indxtj(ij) 
   gt_diffusion(i,j) = gt_diffusion(i,j)*vice(i,j)*tmassdti(i,j) 
   gt_stresscontr(i,j) = gt_stresscontr(i,j)*vice(i,j)*tmassdti(i,j)  
   gt_tursource(i,j) = gt_tursource(i,j)*vice(i,j)*tmassdti(i,j) 
   gt_rubsink(i,j) = gt_rubsink(i,j)*vice(i,j)*tmassdti(i,j) 
   gt_collisionsink(i,j) = 
gt_collisionsink(i,j)*vice(i,j)*tmassdti(i,j) 
   gt_total(i,j) = gt_total(i,j)*vice(i,j)*tmassdti(i,j) 
 
   if (aice(i,j).le. puny) then 
      gt_diffusion(i,j) = c0 
      gt_tursource(i,j) = c0 
      gt_collisionsink(i,j) = c0 
      gt_total(i,j) = c0 
      gt_stresscontr(i,j)= c0 
      gt_rubsink(i,j) = c0 



   endif 
enddo !ij 
 
!----------------------------------------------------------------- 
! Compute new granular temperature 
!-----------------------------------------------------------------   
 
do ij = 1, icellt 
   i = indxti(ij) 
   j = indxtj(ij) 
   gtempn(i,j) = gtemp(i,j) & 
   + gt_diffusion(i,j)      & 
   + gt_stresscontr(i,j)    & 
   + gt_tursource(i,j)      & 
   + gt_rubsink(i,j)        & 
   + gt_collisionsink(i,j) 
enddo !ij 
 
!----------------------------------------------------------------- 
! update tracer 
!-----------------------------------------------------------------   
 
do ij = 1, icellt 
   i = indxti(ij) 
   j = indxtj(ij) 
 
   gtemp(i,j) = gtempn(i,j) 
   if (aice(i,j).le. puny) then 
      gtemp(i,j) = c0 
      gtempn(i,j) = c0 
   endif 
enddo !ij 
 
 
!cap at zero 
do ij = 1, icellt 
   i = indxti(ij) 
   j = indxtj(ij) 
   if (gtempn(i,j).lt. puny) then 
      gtemp(i,j) = c0 
   endif 
enddo !ij 
 
 
do n = 1, ncat 
   do j = 1, ny_block 
      do i = 1, nx_block 
         if (aice(i,j).eq. c0) then 
            Lf(i,j) = c0 
         endif 
      enddo 
   enddo 
enddo 
end subroutine step_gtemp 





Appendix B: Derivations

B.1 Wave surge as a granular temperature source

This derivation follows Yiew et al. (2016). The equation for the motion of a disk

in a wave field in the linearised version can be written as:

−
(
ω2md + γm

)
As = fw, (B.1)

here ω is the angular frequency, md is the mass of the disk, γm is a complex

number, the real part of which is the damping coefficient and the imaginary part

is the added mass coefficient, As is the amplitude, also complex and finally fw

is the forcing term due to the wave. In the long wavelength approximation the

forcing term is:

fw = iawgkmd, (B.2)

with aw the amplitude of the incident wave, g the gravitational acceleration and

k the wavenumber. Filling this in the displacement amplitude is:

Ad =
a coth (kH)

|1 + qm|
, (B.3)

with H the water depth and qm = γm/(ω
2md). Both the damping coefficient and

the added mass term tend to zero for long wavelengths, which approximation we

will make again. The displacement finally becomes:

Ad = aw coth (kH) . (B.4)

To convert the displacement into a fluctuation velocity we remark that the full

displacement is reached during half of the period Pw of the wave. Consequently,

the source of granular temperature is:

ws =
4a2

w

P 2
w

coth2

(
2πH

λw

)
. (B.5)
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Appendix C: Extra figures

C

(a) Control run (b) Difference with FSD only run

(c) Difference with rheology only run (d) Difference with full physics run

Figure C.1: Arctic sea ice concentration
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(a) Control run (b) Difference with FSD only run

(c) Difference with rheology only run (d) Difference with full physics run

Figure C.2: Arctic sea ice thickness
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(a) Control run (b) Difference with FSD only run

(c) Difference with rheology only run (d) Difference with full physics run

Figure C.3: Antarctic sea ice concentration
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(a) Control run (b) Difference with FSD only run

(c) Difference with rheology only run (d) Difference with full physics run

Figure C.4: Antarctic sea ice thickness
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(a) Control run (b) Difference with FSD only run

(c) Difference with rheology only run (d) Difference with full physics run

Figure C.5: Sea ice lateral melt
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(a) Control run (b) Difference with FSD only run

(c) Difference with rheology only run (d) Difference with full physics run

Figure C.6: Thermodynamic volume tendency
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(a) Control run (b) Difference with FSD only run

(c) Difference with rheology only run (d) Difference with full physics run

Figure C.7: Replacement pressure
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(a) Control run (b) Difference with FSD only run

(c) Difference with rheology only run (d) Difference with full physics run

Figure C.8: Mixing layer depth September
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(a) Control run (b) Difference with FSD only run

(c) Difference with rheology only run (d) Difference with full physics run

Figure C.9: Mixing layer depth March
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(a) Control run (b) Difference with FSD only run

(c) Difference with rheology only run (d) Difference with full physics run

Figure C.10: Heat flux
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(a) Control run (b) Difference with FSD only run

(c) Difference with rheology only run (d) Difference with full physics run

Figure C.11: Water flux into the sea
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Glossary

AIDJEX The Arctic Ice Dynamics Joint Experiment.

ASPeCt Antarctic Sea Ice Processes & Climate.

cFSD Cumulative floe size distibution.

CMIP Coupled Model Intercomparison Project.

CORE Coordinated Ocean-ice Reference Experiments.

DOT Dynamic ocean topography.

EVP Elastic-Viscous-Plastic.

FSD Floe size distribution.

GIOMAS Global Ice-Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System.

GLS Generic length scale.

IHO International Hydrographic Organization.

IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.

MIZ Marginal ice zone.

MLD Mixed layer depth.

NADW North Atlantic Deep Water.

NEMO Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean.

NSIDC National Snow & Ice Data Center.

PIOMAS (Pan-Arctic Ice-Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System.

RGPS RADARSAT Geophysical Processor System.

SAR Synthetic Aperture Rader.
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SMMR Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer.

SSH Sea surface height.

SSM/I Special Sensor Microwave/Imager.

TKE Turbulent kinetic energy.

VP Viscous-Plastic.

WMO World Meteorological Organization.
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